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Introduction

In the 1960s and early 1970s, Congress passed a series
of  path-breaking laws to shield public health and the
environment from the increasingly apparent dangers
created by industrial pollution and natural resource
destruction.  Since that time, regulated corporations have
made determined and concerted efforts to use their wealth
and political power to diminish or even eliminate various
health, environment, and safety protections.  As is
documented in the pages that follow, the Bush
administration has granted regulated entities
unprecedented license in this area, according corporate
officials de facto policy-making power while excluding the
general public from decision-making to the fullest extent
possible.

In many ways, the regulatory process provides the ideal
setting for this collusion between the administration and
corporate interests because there are numerous subtle and
quiet ways to scuttle regulatory protections even while the
laws embodying those protections remain in force.  This
CPR white paper illuminates the array of  strategies,
referred to collectively as the tools of  �regulatory
underkill,� that the Bush administration has used to
dismantle regulatory protections of  public health and the
environment.

The first chapter of  this paper provides a general
overview of  the regulatory-underkill tools.  The following
chapters show how the Bush administration has repeatedly
used these underkill tools to erode the protections
provided for in the Clean Air Act, the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(known as CERCLA or the Superfund law), the Clean
Water Act, and the laws governing the management of
public lands.  In each case, the administration has provided
regulatory relief  to polluting industries as furtively as
possible, evading the accountability that would result from
open efforts to change statutes that the people of  the
United States consistently support.  Consequently, the
Bush administration, so apparently beholden to corporate

interests rather than the general public, has utterly failed to
�faithfully execute the laws,� as required by the U.S.
Constitution, and, indeed, has systematically defied those
laws.

The intended and achieved consequence of  this effort
has been a significant weakening, and in some cases a
wholesale abandonment, of many of the vital and
statutorily mandated health and safety protections upon
which Americans have come to rely.

For example, the Bush administration has:

! proposed a rule change that would relieve
thousands of  coal-fired power plants of  their obligations
to install technology that would reduce�by many tons�
emissions of  harmful airborne pollutants that are
significant causes of  cancer, neurological disorders, asthma,
and lung disease;

! stopped prosecuting lawsuits initiated during the
Clinton administration against electric-utility companies for
long-standing, systematic violations of requirements to
install cleanup technology, thereby permitting the
companies to continue spewing out, on a daily basis, tons
of  pollutants that could be controlled with the legally-
required technology;

! entered into a �sweetheart settlement� with the
electric-utility industry in a case in which the government
almost certainly would have prevailed, agreeing to issue
new rules that rescind the Environmental Protection
Agency�s long-standing interpretation of  monitoring
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requirements in favor of  the interpretation sought by the
utilities, i.e., one that effectively places monitoring authority
in the hands of  the regulated industry;

! withdrawn the signature of  the United States from
the Kyoto Protocol, an international agreement on climate
change that requires reductions in emissions of  carbon
dioxide and other �greenhouse gases� that contribute to
global warming, and then suppressed scientific information
on the reality of  and myriad dangers of  global warming;

!  repeatedly fought reauthorization of  a tax on the
chemical and petroleum industries historically used to fund
cleanups of  many hazardous toxic waste sites throughout
the country, shifting most the burden of  paying for
cleanups from the polluting industries to the general public
and causing a dramatic slowdown of  cleanups of  the most
contaminated sites in the country, endangering the health
of  millions of  people living near the sites who continue to
be exposed to noxious chemicals associated with birth
defects, cardiac and pulmonary disorders, compromised
immune systems, infertility, and cancer;

! filed an amicus brief  that almost certainly helped
to convince the Supreme Court to adopt an interpretation
of  the law governing cleanups of  toxic waste sites that will
discourage voluntary cleanups by industry and thus further
slow down the rate at which toxic waste sites are cleaned
up;

! unjustifiably used a Supreme Court decision as a
pretext to adopt an interpretation of  the Clean Water Act,
long advocated by regulated industries but vehemently
opposed by the general public, that would withdraw
protection from many of  this country�s waters, including
20 percent of  the wetlands (or 20 million acres) and at least
60 percent of  all river miles (2.15 million miles) in the
contiguous 48 states, threatening to reverse achievements
already made under the Act and to preclude any possibility
of  maintaining and improving water quality in this country;

!  issued a rule to �legalize� ex post facto the coal-
mining industry�s long-standing illegal practice of  burying
thousands of  miles of  this country�s streams beneath
wastes from mountaintop mining, just in time to
undermine the efforts of  citizens who were successfully
challenging the industry�s illegal dumping in court;

! ceased in effect to enforce the Clean Water Act,
notwithstanding widespread violations of  the Act by
industrial facilities, many of  which have discharged up to
six times the permissible amount of  pollutants into waters
throughout the country;

! promulgated regulations significantly decreasing or
eliminating the public analysis and review normally
required before allowing private interests to exploit the
resources on our public lands;

! issued an executive order creating an interagency
�task force� that has repeatedly intervened in agency
decision-making processes on behalf  of  corporations
seeking approval to extract resources from public lands;

!  appointed former energy industry lobbyists and
lawyers under whose direction land-management agencies
have issued a record-breaking number of  permits allowing
oil and gas companies to drill in areas of  pristine
wilderness on public lands;

! declined to defend the Clinton administration�s
Roadless Area Conservation Rule, an initiative enjoying
consistent, widespread public support, and then used the
litigation as a pretext to propose a new rule eliminating
protections for millions of  acres of  undeveloped areas on
federal lands; and

! gave up long-assumed governmental authority to
protect millions of  acres of  public land as �wilderness
study areas� in a closed-door, sweetheart settlement with
the state of  Utah of  a suit in which the government almost
certainly would have prevailed.

None of  these steps required congressional approval;
most were the subject of  little if  any public debate.  But
their collective impact has been to reverse course on a
number of  the most significant environmental statutes
passed by Congress in the last several decades with the
overwhelming support of  the American public.  By careful
wielding of  the tools of  regulatory underkill, the
administration has succeeded in undoing years of
environmental progress over only a single term in office.
Given that President Bush�s reelection made clear that the
subterfuge pervading this administration during its first
term allowed it to evade political repercussions for its
dismantling of  regulatory protections, the administration
has every incentive to continue along the same path�likely
at an even faster pace by expanding its use of  underkill
tools�over the next four years.

Chapter 1: The Tools and Process of
Regulatory Underkill

In the wake of  the passage of  laws protective of
public health and the environment, there has emerged a
cottage industry of  critics who argue that regulatory policy
is irrational and excessive.1  Their claims of  �regulatory
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overkill,� which are based on the authors� estimates of  the
costs and benefits of  government regulation, have been
cited time and time again by those who seek less regulatory
protection.2   In reality, however, pervasive and effective
environmental and risk regulation remains a rarity.  As has
been widely established, there are numerous
methodological problems with the cost-benefit studies
underlying claims of  regulatory overkill.3  Moreover, these
studies are based on assumptions that make it clear the
analysis is not neutral.  The authors invariably resolve any
uncertainties in favor of  raising the cost of  regulation and
lowering the benefits.  If  there is an opportunity to make
regulation look bad, the authors choose that option, even
though regulation is perfectly reasonable under other
equally plausible assumptions.

Because most academics have been occupied with the
debate over regulatory costs and benefits, their attention
has been deflected away from the failure of  government to
regulate when it is obviously in the public interest.  The
subject of  government failures to regulate has also escaped
the attention of  most reporters because of  its complexity.
Further, even where the efforts to weaken regulation are
publicized to some extent, it is often difficult to appreciate
their significance without a sophisticated understanding of
the regulatory context in which they occur.  The path from
identification of  a pressing harm, to enactment of
measures to address it, to implementation of  such
enactments and alleviation of  the threatened harm, is
fraught with uncertainty.  Because the executive branch
largely controls the realm of  implementation and
enforcement, where, as is currently the case, the
administration seeks to weaken regulatory protections, it
remains unlikely that a social ill, particularly one involving
environmental or workplace risks, will actually be
addressed.  This is not to suggest that all risks will be
completely ignored; someone is likely to act in some way if
the public or interest groups clamor for action.  But it is far
from obvious that political or regulatory action will move
from initial or token responsiveness to action that will
effectively address societal risks or environmental
problems.  A regulatory initiative must move through the
legislative, regulatory, implementation, and judicial
processes before protective steps actually occur.  Because
they require the surmounting of  numerous hurdles, these
processes provide many opportunities for shelving or
weakening protective measures.

This chapter traces this political and legal course to
highlight common regulatory-underkill tools.   The Bush
administration�s regulatory activities between 2001 and
2004 reveal a remarkably adept use of  this menu of  tools
to erode regulatory protections.  Program after program

has been weakened, shelved, derailed, underfunded or
unenforced, yet often without recourse to frontal attacks
on the regulatory programs.  Far less visible utilization of
these many mechanisms has allowed the Bush
administration to undercut important regulatory programs
without paying the political costs for underkill.

I.  Initiating the Political Process

Perhaps the greatest challenge to addressing a social ill
through a new regulatory initiative is overcoming citizen,
interest group, and political inertia.  Confronted by busy
lives and excessive work burdens, we all are tempted to rest
on our hands, hoping that others will address even an
identified risk.  This proclivity to �free ride,� as economists
call it, is a pervasive and tempting phenomenon.4  If
lethargy and laziness are overcome, however, there remains
the challenge of  prompting others to move in concert and
demand political action.  Without a substantial and united
political voice, or a merging of  calls for action by a
powerful interest group, legislators, executive branch
actors, and regulators will be tempted to leave the issue
unaddressed.5

Once a political initiative gets on the legislative agenda,
the initiative can still easily be blocked by a determined
opposition.  Where the target of  regulation stands to bear
substantial new regulatory costs, such as with requirements
to modify the production process or a product to reduce
toxic risks, it is a virtual certainty that the regulatory target
will engage in a sustained attack on the proposed law.  The
typically less organized and less wealthy supporters of  a
new law may simply be unable to match the power of
industry.6   A clever legislator aided by a powerful lobby can
send virtually any political initiative down a series of  low-
visibility dead ends through, for example, use of
committee procedures, requests for more study, effective
use of  supermajority hurdles, or linking of  a politically
unpopular proposal to a risk regulation bill that might
otherwise have broad public support.

Nevertheless, protective environmental and risk
legislation is periodically passed despite the considerable
odds against such laws.  The public clamor for action
sometimes will not be denied, or a galvanizing catastrophe
will weaken even determined opposition, or a legislator will
take the lead and seek to gain publicity by acting as an
effective political entrepreneur and leader.7  Most major
environmental and risk laws have been enacted through a
combination of  all of  these factors.8  Most such laws will
garner substantial support if  they get to the end of  the
political process and are presented for a president�s
signature or veto.
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II.  The Legislature�s Later Derailing Opportunities

An enacted law, however, is far from an implemented
law that will make a real difference in our lives.  Every
subsequent step in its voyage from enactment to actual
implementation requires ongoing legislative support.  Many
such laws provide little benefit due to a handful of
common legislative strategies.

 Defunding and Abuse by Appropriations Riders

The most common method of  undermining an
enacted law is to fail to provide adequate funds for its
implementation.9  Virtually all environmental and risk
regulation laws require substantial sustained action by
administrative agencies.  These agencies must take often
vague legislative instructions and, ideally, devise means to
achieve statutory goals.  Agencies require funds to staff
implementation efforts, to hire consultants to conduct
studies, to move regulatory initiatives through the notice
and comment process, and to enforce the laws and
associated regulations.  Sometimes Congress will leave a
law standing, but completely gut its funding mechanism.
As detailed below, the leading federal hazardous waste law,
known colloquially as Superfund, has been rendered
impotent by eliminating the tax on polluting industries that
funded virtually all aspects of  the law�s implementation by
the government.  An agency that is generally strapped for
cash, or especially an agency that is allocated inadequate
funds by Congress for a particular program, is unlikely to
carry out its legislative charge.  Such a direct, monetary
attack on a regulatory scheme is less likely to be noticed
than an effort to eliminate the underlying law.  Still, broad
and concerted underfunding is often eventually noticed
and criticized by citizen groups and politicians invested in a
law�s success.

While direct, broad programmatic underfunding may
eventually face significant opposition, more targeted
legislative action can completely block aspects of  a law less
conspicuously.  During the past decade, a particularly
popular means of  derailing programs, but in a low visibility
manner, has been through the use of  legislative riders.10

Such riders are typically not freestanding bills that are
openly debated and visible for all to see.  Instead, they
commonly appear without announcement or even an open
legislative sponsor.11  Riders are appended to other bills,
often large appropriations bills that have broad support
and reflect hundreds of  fiercely negotiated bargains.  Laws
subject to legislative rider �carve-outs� are effectively
rendered a nullity for certain periods or in certain areas.
Risk and environmental riders will sometimes explicitly
preclude an agency from working on a particular issue

(such as the listing of  additional endangered species), from
implementing a law in a particular area, or from enforcing a
law during certain time periods.12   Because these riders do
not involve a frontal attack on a popular law, and their
advocates may remain unknown, the public seldom knows
of  these proposals in time to mount an effective
opposition.

Burdensome �Reform� Process

Enactment of  so-called �regulatory reform� legislation
that imposes significant new burdensome procedural
requirements on agencies and regulatory participants is
another recent and popular strategy to derail significant
environmental and risk regulations.  This strategy, like
underfunding and use of  riders, similarly allows a law�s
opponents to weaken a law without directly attacking it.
Both laws and executive orders now require agencies to do
additional analyses prior to enacting a regulation, including
consideration of the costs and benefits of a regulation, of
peer-reviewed science and �sound science,� and of  the
burdens imposed by federal regulations on state and local
governments.  These additional procedural requirements
further burden already overworked and underfunded
agencies.13  They also give opponents of  regulation
additional grounds and settings for attack.   Wars of
regulatory attrition can easily be won by regulatory
opponents dragging out these �reform� procedures and
analyses.

III.  Regulatory Slippage in Promulgating
Implementing Regulations

Laws are rarely self-implementing, and they frequently
founder when their implementation is handed to an agency.
The reasons for such agency inaction are many, ranging
from excessive regulatory obligations, insufficient staffing,
possible resistance or opposition to a new law, to simple
laziness and inertia.14  Virtually all laws in the risk and
environmental regulation areas require agencies to interpret
the law and to design effective implementation strategies.
Invariably, targets of  regulation do not surrender once they
are defeated in the legislative forum.  Instead, the same
points of  disagreement and grounds for opposition are
transferred to the agency setting.  Unsurprisingly, many
agencies simply fail to take actions to implement new
bodies of  law.  Federal court decisions are replete with
decisions admonishing agencies to do as the law requires
by meeting statutory obligations and deadlines.15  As
discussed in the following chapters, the Bush
administration has used judicial settlements of cases raising
issues about agency obligations and authority to weaken
environmental protections.
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Skewed Resources and Agency Capture

Once agencies are prodded to act by legislative
enactments or perhaps by courts, the regulatory
participatory process provides yet another venue in which
unequal resources can skew regulatory outcomes.  Targets
of  regulation will always participate, sometimes as
individual companies, but often also through industrial
associations and anti-regulation think tanks.  Supporters of
regulation will also participate, but rarely have anywhere
near the resources of the opponents of regulation.  Often,
agency officials are drawn from the very industry they are
supposed to regulate; the Bush administration has been
particularly eager to appoint regulators who previously
worked within or lobbied for reduced regulation on behalf
of  industry, especially the coal, oil-and-gas, and mining
industries.  In any event, regardless whether agency
officials have ties to the industry they are charged with
regulating, they will be inundated with data and criticisms
by industry.    Consequently, over time, the agency may
become sympathetic to regulatory targets.16  Even if  not
sympathetic to industry, agency officials are, like all of  us,
risk averse and would like to avoid public criticism or
rejection in the courts.  Skewed pressures can result in no
agency action at all, or action that is protective of  the
targets of  regulation.

These same skewed resources also can skew cost-
benefit analyses now required for most major new
regulations.  Industry has major economic incentives to
generate monetized costs associated with regulations and
to get this information before agencies quickly.  Industry
also has a strong incentive to overstate the costs of
regulation.  Retrospective studies of  regulation
demonstrate that agency cost estimates, based on industry
data, usually substantially overstate the costs of
regulation.17  It is far more difficult to generate the benefits
side of  the regulatory equation.18  Health and
environmental benefits, or foregone injuries, tend to be
hard to monetize and seem more speculative than the costs
of, for example, modifying a production process to reduce
toxics exposures.  Cost-benefit analyses thus often end up
asymmetrical, with costs figures always presented and
overstated, and benefits figures often unaccounted for and
far understated.

Manipulating Science and Uncertainty to Justify Inaction

Agency politicization of  science creates another
mechanism that can derail or weaken a statute�s
implementation.19   On their own, agencies can insist upon
levels of  scientific certainty that are impossible, and then
use this uncertainty to justify inaction or weaker actions.20

Some statutes require agencies to consult science advisory
panels in deciding on appropriate implementation
methods, but often an agency uses such panels pursuant to
its implementation discretion.   Science advisory panels
have the potential to offer sound outside opinions, a
valuable check against agency error.  However, if  such
panels become politicized and or are filled with scientists
lacking top credentials, they can become a vehicle for
obstruction.21  In particular, science advisory boards are
frequently staffed by scientists who are beholden to
industry, sometimes even the very industry that is the
target of  regulation, or who are ideologically opposed to
regulation.   Many observers of  regulation in recent years
allege that such politicization of  science is leading to
unsound regulatory actions.22  A group of  Nobel laureates
recently criticized the regulatory misuse of  science for just
these reasons.23

Suppressing Information and Reducing Public Scrutiny

Agencies can further derail statutory initiatives and
cause regulatory underkill by suppressing information and
taking other actions that reduce public input and oversight.
Agencies do have some protected latitude to engage in
internal deliberative communications, but are otherwise
expected to regulate in a highly public and participatory
manner.  Broad public access and oversight are a critical
antidote to the substantial resources wielded by industry as
well as to agency inertia.  Agencies will, however,
sometimes spend huge periods behind closed doors in
formulating proposals or deliberating over comments
regarding a proposed regulation.  During these phases, the
public�s access and oversight may disappear, reducing
pressure on the agency to act.  As more and more
regulatory initiatives disappear into a regulatory black hole,
the underlying law becomes increasingly meaningless.

Such suppression of  information and elimination of
public oversight have been among the Bush
administration�s favorite underkill tools.  The
administration has harmed efforts to combat the increasing
threat of  global warming by fighting government
dissemination of  information about greenhouse gases and
by suppressing data, opinions, and agency statements that
reveal the misguided nature of  the administration�s choice
to abandon the Kyoto Protocol, an international agreement
on climate change.24  The Data Quality Act, passed through
a surreptitious rider, has been used by industry to challenge
information posted by agencies on the Web about health
and environmental dangers posed by such important
problems as toxic chemicals and global warming.25  Perhaps
most egregiously, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Energy
Task Force headed by Vice President Cheney provided
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direct government access to industries seeking to weaken
environmental regulations. 26  Not only was the general
public excluded from the Task Force; Cheney has also
repeatedly denied public demands for access to
information about these secret meetings with industry
officials.

Antiquated Regulations and Expertise Elimination

Many regulations quickly become outdated but are
never revisited by the responsible agency.27  Agencies have
numerous obligations and tend to avoid revisiting old
handiwork whenever possible.  The multi-year process of
enacting major regulations leads many old regulations to
ossify.  As regulations grow more and more out of  date,
they may end up injurious to industry due to the
regulations� poor fit with industrial reality, but they may
also fail to address new risks as required by statute.  Failure
to update regulations is a pervasive reality that plagues all
agencies, regardless of  administration.  An administration
favoring deregulation, however, can strategically fail to
update regulations and thereby undercut a law through
inaction.

It is highly likely that the problem of  agency inaction
at the Environmental Protection Agency will be
exacerbated by the Bush administration�s decision to shift
approximately a quarter of  the Senior Executive Service
staff  to areas outside their previous expertise.28   While the
motives behind such a shift may have been a benign effort
to keep officials �fresh,� and while some officials
welcomed the opportunity, such a shift undercut officials�
efficacy by removing them from their areas of  expertise
and leaving them feeling vulnerable to retaliatory
reassignment.29  Former head of  EPA enforcement Eric
Schaeffer was somewhat neutral about this shift, but noted
that ��you need five years in a major office to have a major
impact there.��30  A mass shift of  senior, experienced
personnel is virtually certain to undercut official expertise,
as well as cause regulatory delay and confusion.

IV.  Implementation and Enforcement Failures

Much as environmental and risk regulation laws are
periodically enacted despite significant obstacles, many
environmental and risk regulations are eventually
promulgated�most frequently where the underlying law
sets deadlines and empowers citizens to enforce the law in
court.  Once again, however, mere promulgation of
regulations is many steps removed from actual
implementation and enforcement of  the law and the new
regulations.

A common means to turn enacted laws and regulations
into reality is rolling legal obligations into a permit.  Such
permits tell industry what must be done and also give
citizens benchmarks to determine rates of  industry
compliance.   Despite the requirement in most laws that
permits be updated and made more stringent over time,
many permit limits are never revisited once issued.31

Whether the issuer of  the permit is a federal agency or
state official under a federally-delegated program, the
pressure to update permits is often a low priority.  Polluters
hence often end up emitting levels of  pollution that may
comply with an unduly lax permit due to government
inaction.  As thousands of  permits are not updated as
required by law, the cumulative associated harms grow.32

Substantial investments in staffing agencies at the federal
and state levels is necessary to ensure that permits comply
with the law over time.   During periods of  funding
cutbacks, as has occurred over recent years, illegally lax and
outdated permits will remain the norm.

Most federal laws to some extent delegate
implementation and enforcement to state agencies.  Ideally,
such delegation hands authority to state actors who will be
more sensitive to local needs and tradeoffs, while also
reducing regulatory burdens on federal agencies.  The
process of  delegating authority, however, often takes years
and results in regulatory delays and uncertainties over
which regulator is responsible.  Once the handoff  is
completed, however, states then have considerable
discretion within the bounds of  federal law and regulation
to tailor the law to their states� goals.33  However, states
often drop the ball for many of the same reasons that
federal agencies fail to act, delay action, or issue unduly lax
regulations.  Furthermore, due to states� greater concern
with losing local industry to another state or country, state
officials often face even greater pressure to go easy on
industry.34  State officials also confront resource limitations,
especially in recent years as federal monetary support for
state programs has often failed to keep pace with state
needs.

V.  Skewing the Law through Litigation and Collusive
Settlements

As in many areas, it is ultimately in the courts where
the letter of  risk and environmental laws becomes an
enforced reality.  The courts have been a vital forum for
decades to ensure that federal and state agencies, as well as
industry, comply with the law.   Many laws enacted since
1970 empower citizens to enforce laws and regulations
against industry and government actors who fail to comply
with the law.  The courts further serve as a critical venue
for challenges to agency actions alleged to be �arbitrary
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and capricious or otherwise not in accordance with law.�
The courts have thus served as an essential means to make
the law real.

The courts, however, have always given the
government considerable deference.  In theory, judicial
deference to agency decisions ensures that only egregious
agency failures to act or blatant refusals to apply the law
and regulations meet with judicial action against the
government.  Such deference can be an appropriate means
to prevent courts from displacing the policy judgments
made by agencies based on their expertise.  Furthermore,
agencies are viewed as more politically accountable than
judges.

Although desirable for the foregoing reasons, judicial
deference provides agencies and their executive-branch
litigators with the opportunity for abuse.  All
administrations, be they Democratic or Republican,
strategically use their litigation authority.  The Bush
administration, however, stands out in its use of  an array
of  litigation strategies to undermine regulatory programs.
For example, courts tend to give executive-branch
settlements with regulatory violators considerable
deference.  Recent scholarship has documented a number
of  collusive settlements between the government and
industry, settlements that often fail to comport with the
law.35 Once protected by a final, court-approved settlement,
industry is insulated from further attack.  Citizen litigation
against industry can be supplanted by quick and lax
settlements between the government and the industry
target.  Such settlements weaken the reality of  the law,
reducing incentives for others to take seriously their
regulatory obligations, and thus, over time, create a de facto
enforced law that differs from statutory and regulatory
requirements.

The government also can participate in litigation by
filing �friend of  court� amicus briefs even when not an
official party.  Due to concepts of  deference, courts tend
to give substantial weight to the government�s view of  the
law even when it is not an actual litigant.  As further
detailed in the CERCLA chapter, the Bush administration
recently filed briefs advocating a new view of  CERCLA
that could substantially undercut CERLCA as an incentive
for responsible waste-handling and voluntary cleanups of
contamination.36  Unsurprisingly, the Court largely
embraced the arguments of the Office of the Solicitor
General, resulting in a decision that threatens to destroy
economic incentives of  private actors voluntarily to clean
up contaminated sites.  An administration, like that of
Bush, that consistently seeks to weaken regulatory
protections can achieve much of  that goal by exploiting the

tradition of  judicial deference to the executive branch.

Finally, but perhaps most significantly, regulatory goals
can be derailed and underenforced if citizens� enforcement
roles are undercut.   Many laws enable citizens to enforce
the law directly as well as to prod reluctant regulators to
comply with the law.   But executive-branch arguments in
individual cases, especially before the Supreme Court, have
weakened the citizen�s enforcement role.  During the
administrations of  Presidents Clinton and Bush, executive-
branch lawyers have undercut citizens� enforcement power
by arguing in several key cases for more rigorous standing
hurdles, as well as for expansion of  several related
doctrines that can limit citizens� access to the courts.
Overall, executive-branch litigation arguments seeking to
limit citizen recourse to the courts have met with a
sympathetic reception, especially before the Supreme
Court.  It is now considerably harder for a citizen to be
heard in the courts than in the early 1980s.   This reduced
citizen access to the courts heightens the risk of  regulatory
underkill, as both polluters and agency regulators are now
more free to act (or to fail to act) without worrying about
zealous citizens forcing them to comply with the law.

As the chapters below demonstrate, the Bush
administration has undercut program after program for
protecting public health and the environment through
recourse to a wide array of  regulatory-underkill tools.

Chapter 2: Underkill of Clean Air Act
Protections

More than three decades ago, Congress passed the
Clean Air Act (�CAA� or �Act�),37 landmark environmental
legislation borne out of  the recognition that safely carrying
out basic life processes�such as breathing�could no
longer be taken for granted in an industrialized world.38

Of  course, since enactment, regulated industries have
sought to influence federal officials charged with reining in
the harmful effects of  air pollution and, often, have been
quite successful in these efforts.  The Bush administration,
however, has sought to weaken Clean Air protection to an
arguably unprecedented extent in cooperation with
regulated entities.  The administration�s effort to protect
some of  the nation�s leading polluters has relied primarily
on underkill tools.  When Congress refused to pass
administration-sponsored legislation to gut key CAA
provisions, the administration weakened these provisions
using administrative means.  In areas where the
administration has not sought to change regulatory
obligations, it has simply stopped enforcing regulations.
Where states have sought to fill in the gaps, the
administration has sided with industry in arguing that the
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stronger state regulation was preempted by weaker federal
regulation.  Many of  these efforts escape press attention
because of  their administrative complexity.  For other
matters, the administration has sought to deflect press
attention by timing public announcements to avoid press
scrutiny, suppressing scientific information that supports
the adoption of  more effective controls on air pollution, or
refusing to divulge information that would expose the
close alliance between regulatory entities and the
administration in weakening CAA regulation.

I.  Background: Overview of the Clean Air Act

The 1970 CAA remains the core of  this country�s air
pollution control program,39 but Congress has significantly
strengthened the Act due to our growing understanding of
the public health threats posed by air pollution and our
heightened capacity to mitigate those threats.  In order to
protect public health and the environment from air-
polluting emissions, the current version of  the CAA
authorizes the Environmental Protection Agency (�EPA�)
to regulate in three primary, interrelated ways: by type of
pollutant, by type of  source, and by the degree of  pollution
severity in a given area.  States play a significant role in
carrying out the national air pollution control program
under the Act.

The CAA regulates emissions of  various categories of
pollutants; two of  the most important of  these are criteria
air pollutants and hazardous air pollutants.  Criteria air
pollutants are so called because EPA establishes standards
for these pollutants (known as �National Ambient Air
Quality Standards� or �NAAQSs�) based on scientific
documents known as �air quality criteria.�  These criteria
documents must �accurately reflect the latest scientific
knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of  all
identifiable effects [of the pollutant] on public health or
welfare.�40  Thus, NAAQSs are maximum concentrations
of  pollutants in the air that EPA determines must not be
exceeded so that we can �protect the public health� with
�an adequate margin of  safety.�41  EPA has established
NAAQSs for six pollutants: ozone, nitrogen dioxides,
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, lead, and particulate
matter.  The Act specifies various methods of  achieving
and maintaining NAAQSs.  The particular methods that
apply depend on whether the pollution source is stationary
or mobile; whether a stationary source is new or existing;
and whether the area in which the source is located has
already attained the NAAQSs.  Using this regulatory
template, states must develop plans (�State Implementation
Plans� or �SIPs�) to meet the NAAQs.  EPA reviews and
approves the SIPs; if  a state fails to submit an adequate
SIP, EPA must prepare and implement one.

Hazardous air pollutants are chemicals that, even in
small quantities, are particularly deleterious to the health of
humans and other species, including carcinogens (such as
benzene) and neurotoxins (such as mercury).  Because of
the great threat presented by emissions of  hazardous air
pollutants and the great danger presented by accidental
mass releases, the CAA requires that producers of  these
toxins attain levels of  control consistent with �Maximum
Available Control Technology� (�MACT�), the most
exacting technology-based standard under the CAA.

II.  Use of Regulatory Underkill Tools to Affect
Standard-Setting at the Congressional, International,
and Regulatory Levels

The Bush administration has accorded considerable
power over environmental policy to the polluting industries
regulated by the CAA (particularly the oil-and-gas and
electric-utility industries).  These industries have led the
way in identifying underkill strategies adopted by the
administration to achieve their objective to pollute more
and clean up less.  The other side of  that coin is that the
administration�s application of  the various underkill tools
to the CAA has been marked by concerted efforts to shut
out the general public.  Indeed, under this administration,
even the underkill tools that by their nature are relatively
visible to the public, namely, legislative initiatives and
agency rulemakings, were largely begat in meetings of  Vice
President Cheney�s �Energy Task Force,� which to all
intents and purposes consisted of  Cheney, other
administration officials, and industry executives and
lobbyists42 whose identities, along with records of  the
meetings, Cheney has refused to disclose all the way to the
Supreme Court.43

In February 2003, the Bush administration presented
Congress with proposed amendments to the CAA
packaged as the �Clear Skies� bill.44  That appellation is
belied by the bill�s content, which places the electric utility
industry�s interest in short-term profit over the public�s
interest in a clean, healthy environment by:

! permitting electric utilities to release significantly
more criteria pollutants than under the current CAA,
specifically, 68% more nitrogen oxides (NOx, the principal
cause of  smog linked to lung disease and asthma) and
225% more sulfur dioxide (SO2, which produces acid rain and
soot);45

! failing, despite Bush�s repeated promises during his
2000 presidential campaign to take protective action, to
impose any limit on power-plant emissions of  carbon
dioxide46 (CO2, the greenhouse gas bearing the primary
responsibility for global warming47);
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! regulating mercury emissions with a market-based
�cap-and-trade� system that is inappropriate in light of the
nature of  the toxin,48 rather than treating it as a hazardous
pollutant, which, according to EPA estimates, would have led
to a 90% reduction in mercury emissions from power-plants by
2008;49 and

! creating a loophole exempting power plants from
CAA standards that require installation of  modern clean-
up technology whenever a new emission source is
constructed or an existing source is modified.50

The legislation proposed by the administration to
exempt the electrical-utility industry from making
significant reductions in carbon-dioxide pollution is not the
administration�s first effort in this direction.  Barely two
months after being sworn in, Bush revoked the signature
of  the United States from the Kyoto Protocol.51  The
product of  over a decade of  international meetings in
which the United States was a highly-influential
participant,52 the Kyoto Protocol responds to the
increasingly imminent dangers of  global climate change by,
inter alia, specifying targets and timetables for reduction of
greenhouse-gas emissions (including carbon dioxide) by
industrialized countries.53  Fortunately, the United States�s
withdrawal did not prevent the Kyoto Protocol from
entering into force.54  However, as the nation with both the
greatest responsibility for
creating the global threat
presented by greenhouse-gas
emissions55 and the greatest
capacity to combat that threat,
the withdrawal of  the United
States from the Protocol renders
the international community
significantly weaker in the battle
to protect humans and the
environment against the dangers
of  climate change.

President Bush�s �Clear Skies� bill remains mired in
debate in both houses of  Congress, but may imminently
reemerge.  However, in the meantime, the administration
has employed other underkill tools to �enact� much of  the
bill as a practical matter. Among these �extra-
congressional� tools are regulatory rulemakings.  Perhaps
the most dramatic example is the administration�s issuance
of  regulations that effectively eviscerate the CAA�s �New
Source Review� program (�NSR�).

The NSR provisions of  the CAA are based on
Congress�s recognition that thousands of  the industrial
facilities in operation at the time that those provisions were

enacted would not be able to meet the Act�s standards
without significant, costly reconstruction.  Consequently,
Congress exempted existing plants from CAA standards,
but, understanding that these older plants would eventually
have to update their facilities or close down, required
industry to install the appropriate technology to ensure
that any emission sources constructed or significantly
modified after enactment (i.e., �new sources�) comply with
the Act�s pollutant limits.56  Given that the CAA thus
permitted the �grandfathering� of  over 17,000 old
industrial facilities,57 NSR is essential to the efficacy of  the
Act�s protections.  However, using the related underkill
tools of  avoiding public scrutiny and squelching
information in the form of  a series of  strategically-timed
announcements�namely, the week before Thanksgiving
of  2002, New Year�s Eve of  2002, and right before Labor
Day weekend of  2003�the Bush administration quietly
attempted to render the CAA�s NSR provisions
meaningless with the promulgation of  two regulations.58

The Bush administration�s NSR regulations contain
exclusions that are so broad that they gut the NSR law as
enacted by Congress.  For example, under the �Equipment
Replacement Provision� of  the new rules, an industrial
facility may modify an emission source without triggering
the NSR requirement of  installing clean-up technology as
long as the cost of  the modification does not exceed 20%

of  the replacement cost of  the
entire source.59  In a New York
Times Magazine article based on
an extensive investigation of  the
development of  the Bush
administration�s NSR rules,
Bruce Barcott wrote that, �[t]o
E.P.A. officials who worked on
N.S.R. enforcement, who had
pored over documents and knew
what it cost to repair a generator,
the new threshold was absurd.�60

Former EPA official Eric Schaeffer told Barcott: �Five
percent would have been too high, but 20?  I don�t think
the industry expected that in its wildest dreams.�61

Notwithstanding the administration�s apparent attempt
to eliminate effectively NSR while the nation was on
holiday and other efforts to shield the new rules from
public scrutiny,62 fourteen states, local governmental
entities, and public-interest organizations voiced their
disapproval in federal court, arguing that the
administration�s NSR rules violated the CAA.63  On
December 24, 2003, the D.C. Circuit Court of  Appeals
stayed the Equipment Replacement Provision pending

In February 2003, the Bush
administration presented Congress
with proposed amendments to the
CAA packaged as the �Clear Skies�
bill.  That appellation is belied by

the bill�s content, which places
the electric utility industry�s interest

in short-term profit over the
public�s interest in a clean,

healthy environment.
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review of  its legality.64  While the stay of  the regulation is a
positive development, its mere issuance has underkill
effects: During the Clinton administration, many electric-
utility companies, faced with lawsuits brought by EPA to
require them to pay substantial fines for decades of
flouting NSR requirements, �were on the verge of  signing
agreements to clean up their plants, which would have
delivered one of  the greatest advances in clean air in the
nation�s history.�65  Once Bush administration officials
announced the various rule changes, however, the power
companies cut off  negotiations with EPA officials and
continue to emit illegally tons of  the most deleterious
pollutants.66  The Office of  Inspector General concluded
in a report released in September 2004 that the Bush
administration�s efforts to amend the NSR rules �seriously
hampered� pending enforcement cases against electric
utilities for violations of  the NSR program.67  As Senator
James Jeffords pointed out, the Inspector General�s �report
shows there is a blatant and willful disregard for the law�:
�The Bush White House has regularly sought to exempt
the biggest, dirtiest power plants and other industrial
polluters from legal requirements that would protect local
air quality and reduce millions of  tons of  harmful
pollutants.�68

Thus, although thwarted in its efforts to change air-
pollution law through the adoption of  weakening
amendments to the CAA, the administration has
nevertheless succeeded in vitiating regulatory protections
as a practical matter by employing multiple underkill tools.
By striving to effect underkill with amendments to the
CAA and with rule changes at industry�s bidding while
shutting the public out of the process to the fullest extent
possible (i.e., the statutory, rulemaking, and �skewed
access� underkill tools), the administration has sent a
message to polluters that existing law is in a word,
irrelevant�that violators need not fear sanction.  The
administration has made this message of  impunity even
clearer by using additional, judicially-related underkill tools
to chip away at NSR and other CAA protections, tools
even less visible�and thus perhaps even more insidious�
than regulatory rulemakings.

III.  Use of Regulatory Underkill Tools in the Judicial
System

As discussed in Chapter 1, the Bush administration has
developed an arsenal of  underkill tools for use in the
judicial system, where citizens and the executive branch
may enforce polluters� emission-control obligations, and
thereby help to protect public health and the environment
from the adverse effects of  air pollution.  In the context of
the CAA, the judicial underkill tools wielded by the

administration include failing to prosecute existing lawsuits
against the power companies that have been in violation of
NSR provisions since their enactment decades ago,
entering �sweetheart� settlements with industry rather than
defending the CAA�s protections in court, and filing amicus
briefs supporting industry arguments in ongoing litigation
to weaken CAA protections.  As a result of  these actions,
polluters have continued to pour millions of  tons of
pollution into the air that could have been eliminated by
active and aggressive enforcement of  CAA regulations.

The NSR provisions of  the CAA supply EPA with a
particularly valuable mechanism for enforcing the Act�s
standards against polluting companies, as evidenced by a
number of  large power companies� indication of  their
willingness (prior to the Bush administration�s rewriting of
NSR rules) to clean up their plants in order to settle EPA-
initiated lawsuits.  These lawsuits undoubtedly would have
resulted in the imposition of  substantial monetary
penalties for decades of  NSR violations.  Between 1999
and 2001, the Clinton administration filed cases alleging
NSR violations against 51 power plants owned by nine of
the nation�s largest electric-utility companies, including the
Tennessee Valley Authority,69 Southern Company,
American Electric Power, Cinergy, and Duke Energy.70

EPA had marshaled evidence of  the utilities� illegal
emissions in the course of  an investigation launched in
1997, after officials realized that the agency had not been
monitoring the construction activities of  coal-fired power
plants for NSR compliance.71  According to Sylvia
Lowrance, EPA�s head enforcement official at the time,
investigators uncovered �the environmental equivalent of
the tobacco litigation,� finding �the most significant
noncompliance pattern� in EPA�s history.72

EPA�s evidence provided it with the leverage to force
the companies to install the required clean-up technology,
thereby significantly reducing emissions of  some of  the
most harmful airborne pollutants.  Thus, given the
enormity and systematic nature of  the power companies�
NSR violations, compliance clearly would have had an
incredibly positive impact on public health and the
environment.  Indeed, EPA officials anticipated that
compliance with NSR technology requirements by the
utilities subject to suit would achieve �not merely
incremental cuts in emissions but across-the-board reductions of
50 percent or more.�73  Tellingly, the utilities�many of  whose
executives had places at the table of  Cheney�s Energy Task
Force and were significant contributors to Bush�s 2000
election campaign74�would not be in violation of  �NSR�
as it is envisioned in the Bush administration�s new rules.75

Of  course, in light of  the judicial stay of  the new rules, the
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utilities continue to violate current law.  Nevertheless, EPA
has remained quiet after the utilities that had not yet settled
walked away from negotiations, allowing the suits to
languish and the companies to continue spewing out, on a
daily basis, tons of  pollutants that could be controlled with the legally-
required technology.76

EPA has not only failed to follow through with the
prosecution of  the Clinton-era NSR cases, the agency has
also apparently all but entirely dispensed with this
important enforcement mechanism.  Indeed, during its
tenure in office, the Bush administration has filed merely one
NSR case.77  Not insignificantly, EPA need not rely on
current NSR law (and thus validate it) in order to pursue
this particular case: the polluting activities of  the defendant
utility, Eastern Kentucky Power Cooperative,78 are so
egregious that they amount to violations even under the lax
NSR rules currently being pushed by the administration.79

As made clear by EPA�s belated discovery of  the utility
industry�s decades-long, systematic defiance of  the CAA,
monitoring is essential to enforcing the obligations of  the
industries under the CAA and, thus, to achieving the
statute�s goal of  protecting public health and the
environment from the adverse effects of  air pollution.  It is
not unexpected, then, that industry will often seek to
minimize monitoring requirements.  This effort is
illustrated by Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA,80 a recent
case brought by industry trade associations (whose
members include a number of  electric utilities) to challenge
EPA�s interpretation of  monitoring rules under the CAA�s
permit program for large air emission sources.  What is
unexpected is that the government officials charged with
enforcing regulatory protections would concede that they
lack the authority to engage in the monitoring that is so
obviously necessary to this task.  That is, however,
precisely what the Bush administration did in Utility Air:
instead of  defending its monitoring authority, the government
entered in to a settlement with industry in which EPA
agreed to issue new rules that rescind the agency�s long-
standing interpretation of  monitoring requirements in
favor of  the interpretation sought by the utilities, i.e., one
that effectively places monitoring authority in the hands of
the regulated industry.

That the Utility Air �sweetheart settlement� is an
example of  surreptitious underkill by design becomes even
more apparent in light of the fact that the administration
gave into the industry�s demands in the suit even though,
less than one year earlier, the same court (the D.C. Circuit
Court of  Appeals) dismissed essentially the same suit
brought by many of  the same industry associations
(including the Utility Air Regulatory Group).81  In fact, in

dismissing this first suit, the court reasoned that the
industry associations� petition for judicial review was
premature because EPA was seeking notice and comment
on a proposed rule containing the interpretation being
challenged by industry.82  Evidently, however, instead of
following the court of  appeals� advice by voicing its
opposition through the administrative process, the industry
associations decided the better approach would be to file
suit against EPA again.  Although the logic of  that choice
may not be readily apparent, it turned out to be a
remarkably prescient move on the industries� part.  Not
only did EPA withdraw the proposed rule containing the
challenged interpretation; the agency issued a rule
containing the interpretation desired by the utilities and
other industries represented in the suit.83  Furthermore, it
was the settlement agreement�and not the new rules that
ostensibly arose from it�that EPA published in the
Federal Register for notice and comment.84

Because the public (other than utilities and other
industries) was not given an opportunity to review and
comment on the new monitoring rules, environmental and
public health groups have challenged the rules in court.85

In a statement endorsing the suit, Representative Henry
Waxman expressed his dismay that �[a]fter years of
carrying out [the CAA�s monitoring] provisions� as
Congress intended, �EPA is now gutting the monitoring
requirements through a new and tortured interpretation of  the
Act.�86  More specifically, according to Waxman, in issuing
the new rules,

[t]he administration is illegally eliminating pollution
monitoring requirements that EPA and states need
to enforce the law and protect the public.  We can�t
control pollution unless we know it�s occurring.
EPA�s rule allows industry sources to avoid measuring
their pollution levels, so no one will ever know when
they are illegally polluting.   The result will be more
air pollution, and more damage to Americans�
health.87

Once the litigation façade is penetrated, the events
surrounding Utility Air reveal themselves as yet another
manifestation of  the regulator/regulated conflation that
has pervaded the underkill tactics of  the Bush
administration.  Beginning shortly after Bush was sworn in,
with Cheney�s Energy Task Force, this increasing
obliteration of  the line between federal regulators and
regulated industry has placed a greater enforcement burden
on the states.  As mentioned in the introductory section to
this chapter, the states share enforcement responsibility
with the federal government under the CAA.  With
increasing frequency, state and local governments have
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looked to the judicial system to enforce and defend CAA
protections.  As New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer
stated shortly after New York and three other states sued a
power company to force it to install pollution-control
technology required under NSR, �From Day 1, the Bush
administration has tried to eviscerate and undercut the
Clean Air Act.  We at the state level will fulfill the critical
policy mission of  ensuring that the air we breathe is
clean.�88

Ironically, it is in this context, where state and local
governments seek to enforce CAA protections, that the
Bush administration has demonstrated a willingness to
assert its �regulator� role, albeit for the purpose of
effecting regulatory underkill and weakening controls on
industries that pollute the air.  Perversely, but not
surprisingly, instead of  applauding state efforts to promote
cleaner air, the administration has argued that such efforts
are illegal because state regulation is preempted by the
CAA.  This approach is designed to leave polluters as free
of  obligations to clean the air as possible.  A recent
example is the administration�s bolstering of  the industries�
position before the U.S. Supreme Court in Engine
Manufacturers Ass�n v. South Coast Air Quality Management
District.89

In Engine Manufacturers, trade associations representing
automobile-engine-manufacturing and oil companies
challenged �fleet rules� of  a political subdivision of
California mandating that vehicles purchased to carry out
public functions (such as street-sweeping, mass transit, and
waste collection) meet certain emission standards.90  After
the district court and the Ninth Circuit Court of  Appeals
upheld the Management District�s emission rules, Engine
Manufacturers petitioned the Supreme Court for review.91

In its amicus brief  as well as in oral argument, the
administration threw its weight behind the industries�
contention that the fleet rules were of  the sort that could
be issued only by federal authorities under a certain CAA
provision.92  The Court reversed the Ninth Circuit�s
judgment upholding the fleet rules, agreeing with
arguments made by the industries and the administration.93

Although the opinion does not indicate the extent to which
the Court was influenced by the administration�s advocacy
of  the industries� position, it bears mention that the Court
generally accords substantial deference to the government�s
arguments as amicus curiae.94

IV.  Conclusion: CAA Underkill

The foregoing is neither, on the one hand, an
exhaustive account of  the Bush administration�s use of
various underkill tools vis-à-vis the CAA, nor, on the other

hand, a mere recitation of  isolated examples.  While the
public�s attention has been focused on fighting the
administration�s more visible attempts to undermine
protections against air pollution by changing existing law
through legitimate�i.e., public�means (e.g., asking
Congress to amend the CAA or, to a somewhat lesser
degree, publishing new NSR rules for notice and
comment), the administration has in fact succeeded in
vitiating those protections through less visible means.  It
has employed a dual strategy of  declining to enforce
existing law (e.g., failing to prosecute existing suits against
utilities for NSR violations) while at the same time
changing that law by illegitimate means�i.e., out of  the
public�s eye (e.g., issuing new monitoring rules without
notice and comment, purportedly pursuant to an
agreement with industry �settling� a case in which the
government almost certainly would have prevailed).  As the
Bush administration governs pursuant to the direction of
industry, rather than the CAA, breathing becomes an
increasingly dangerous activity in this country.

Chapter 3: Underkill of Protections
Against Toxic Waste Under CERCLA

Among the public health and environmental
protections that have been undermined by the Bush
administration are those embodied in the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
of  1980 (�CERCLA�).95  CERCLA was enacted in
response to the nation�s horrifying realization in the 1970s
that U.S. industry had improperly buried tons and tons of
toxic substances at sites throughout the country and that,
consequently, many people were living�breathing, eating,
drinking�in cesspools.  Two basic concepts motivate
CERCLA�s provisions: first, that there must be a system in
place on a national level for prompt cleanup of  hazardous
waste sites, and second, that those responsible for creating
the hazardous waste should pay for the costs of  cleaning it
up.96

Relying on underkill tools, the Bush administration has
undermined the statutory intent that those companies
responsible for toxic waste sites be held liable for the costs
of  cleaning them up.  The administration has failed to
request reauthorization of a tax on the petroleum and
chemical industries that was used for years to fund
cleanups, dramatically reducing the number of  toxic waste
sites that the government can clean up.  The administration
also intervened in a lawsuit before the Supreme Court in
order to argue that a company that voluntarily cleans up a
waste site cannot seek to have other companies pay for
some of  the cleanup costs unless the cleanup volunteer
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had previously been sued by the government.
Unfortunately, the Court agreed with the administration,
and, consequently, many fewer corporations will engage in
voluntary cleanups, which will in turn increase the burden
on the government to arrange and pay for the cleanup of
those sites.  With rapidly dwindling government funds to
spearhead cleanups, coupled with administration-advocated
and now Supreme-Court-approved destruction of  private
incentives for cleanup, CERCLA has been greatly
weakened.  It has gone from a law transforming hazardous
waste practices to a law approaching irrelevance.  These
actions have received little press attention, but they are
important to the health and safety of  the American public.
Thousands and thousands of  toxic waste sites that have
been identified have not yet been cleaned up�so many, in
fact, that millions of  Americans live within four miles of  a
contaminated site.

I.  Background: Overview of CERCLA

The environmental crisis motivating passage of
CERCLA was epitomized for the nation by Love Canal, a
neighborhood in Niagara Falls, New York from which
about 900 families were evacuated after water
contaminated with toxic chemicals emerged from the
ground, infiltrating an elementary school, backyards, and
basements.97  It turned out that in the 1940s and 1950s,
Hooker Chemical and Plastics Corporation (predecessor
of  Occidental Chemical Corporation) had dumped 21,800
tons of  over 80 types of  chemical into the abandoned 19th
century canal that the Niagara Falls neighborhood had
been built on and around.98  Recognizing that the nation
was ill-equipped to deal with the enormous scope and
danger of  the Love Canal disaster, President Carter
declared national emergencies in 1978 and 1980, and soon
thereafter Congress passed CERCLA.99

Pursuant to CERCLA, EPA may force responsible
parties to clean up contamination by issuing an
administrative order or bringing a judicial action against
them.100  Alternatively, EPA may perform the remediation
itself using funds from the Hazardous Substances
Superfund Trust Fund (�Superfund�).101  This Superfund
option is particularly important, for example, in cases in
which responsible parties are not known, no longer exist,
or lack the resources to perform remediation, or in cases
of  public health emergencies requiring immediate action.
Historically, CERCLA, as it was originally adopted and
subsequently amended, ensured the availability of  funding
for such cases while adhering to the �polluter pays�
principle by authorizing appropriations to the Superfund
from taxes on petroleum and certain chemicals and from a

corporate environmental income tax.102  These taxes
expired in 1995, but there was little impact initially because
the Superfund had a surplus of  nearly $4 billion in that
year.103  Because Congress has declined to reauthorize the
Superfund taxes each year since their expiration, however,
this surplus has dwindled, necessitating a continuing
increase in the amount appropriated to the Superfund from
general revenues.104  As of  the end of  fiscal year 2003, the
surplus from Superfund taxes was completed depleted.105

II.  Underkill of the �Polluter Pays� Principle at the
Congressional Level

In contrast to the Clinton administration, which
repeatedly requested reauthorization of  the Superfund
taxes, the Bush administration has never requested
reauthorization in its budget proposals�notwithstanding
the acute need for the taxes after Superfund�s surplus ran
out.  Environmental groups have pointed out that, without
the dedicated taxes, the Superfund program will have to
compete with other EPA programs for funding: �The net
result is that taxpayers are forced to foot the bill for the three out of
ten Superfund cleanups where there is no responsible party, and EPA
has no choice but to slow down toxic cleanups at other sites.�106   As
one former resident of  Love Canal stated in responding to
the administration�s recent decision to declare the Love
Canal cleanup complete, �This is a way for them to talk
about how this is a turning point and that we�re cleaning up
these sites when in fact there�s no money to clean up these
sites [and consequently] we have less cleanup . . . .�107

Numbers bear out the Love Canal resident�s assertion:
Since President Bush took office, the number of  cleanups
of  sites on the National Priorities List (�NPL�)�those
sites that EPA deems the most seriously contaminated�
has dropped precipitously.  Specifically, the average number of
NPL sites that EPA cleaned up per year plunged from 87 sites
during the1997-2000 period to only 43 sites during the 2001-2003
period�a 50% reduction.108  Tellingly, the administration has
adjusted its cleanup goals to accommodate this trend of
descent.  After falling far short of  its goal of  75 cleanups
for 2001, when it completed only 47, EPA adjusted its
2002 cleanup goal from 65 to 40.109  The administration
then kept 40 sites as its cleanup goal for 2003, 2004, and
2005.110  The slowed pace of  NPL site cleanups can have
devastating impacts on people�s lives.  One quarter of  the
people in the United States live within four miles of  a toxic waste site
on the NPL.111  Moreover, EPA �has identified 44,000
potentially hazardous waste sites and continues to discover about 500
additional sites each year.�112  The slower the cleanups, the
greater the danger to the health of  the millions of  people
who remain exposed to toxic substances.113
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III.  Underkill of the �Polluter Pays� Principle at the
Judicial Level

Even in the seven out of  ten cases of  EPA-initiated
cleanups in which the responsible party is known,
taxpayers are not necessarily
relieved of  the burden of
paying for cleaning up toxic
waste sites.  In such cases,
EPA may bring an action to
recover costs from the
polluters and replenish the
Superfund,114 but cost
recoveries have declined
during the Bush
administration.115  Superfund
revenue from cost recoveries
averaged $304 million per
year during the 1995-2000
period, but dropped to $205
million in 2001 and to $248
million in 2002.116  Cost recoveries plunged even further in
2003, totaling only $147 million.117  And the administration has
projected cost-recovery revenue for 2004 and 2005 at a mere $125
million, the lowest amount in the past ten years.118

EPA-initiated toxic cleanups are not the only casualty
of  the Bush administration; cleanups voluntarily
performed by responsible parties were dealt a devasting
blow in 2004, in accordance with Bush administration
advocacy before the U.S. Supreme Court.  Voluntary
cleanups are particularly helpful in working toward
fulfilling CERCLA�s purpose of  prompt cleanup of  toxic
sites because each case in which a responsible party
initiates cleanup voluntarily is a case in which the EPA does
not have to expend its (increasingly) limited funding on
cleanup, finding responsible parties, or enforcement
actions.  Voluntary cleanup may be desirable to a
responsible party because it believes that overseeing the
remediation of  its property will cost less than waiting for
EPA either to clean up the site itself  (and then being
required to reimburse the government for its cleanup
costs) or to order clean up by the responsible party (and
then being required to pay EPA�s oversight costs).  A
voluntary cleanup also reduces the spread of  hazardous-
substance contamination and attendant risks to neighbors
and the environment, especially groundwater.  A voluntary
cleanup thus can eliminate regulatory risks, avoid higher
bureaucratic costs, alleviate environmental contamination,
and also make tort liability far less likely.

In the many cases in which multiple parties are
responsible for contamination of  a given site, however, no

one is likely to perform a cleanup voluntarily without the
assurance provided by a right to seek contribution from the
other responsible parties for their fair share of  the cleanup
costs.  CERCLA contains a contribution provision that has
repeatedly been invoked successfully by responsible parties

who have initiated cleanup
voluntarily,119 but in a recent
Supreme Court case,120 the
Bush administration took
the position that this
statutory right to
contribution is not
applicable to voluntary-
cleanup situations.  Rather,
according to the
administration, a party may
not seek contribution unless
that party has already been
the subject of an
enforcement action or a

settlement with the government under CERCLA.

The case in which the administration advocates that
parties who voluntarily perform cleanups be denied the
right to contribution is Cooper Industries, Inc. v. Aviall Services,
Inc.121  Aviall arose out of  Aviall�s discovery that property it
had purchased from Cooper was contaminated as a result
of  both Aviall�s and Cooper�s activities in the airline engine
maintenance business.  Aviall reported the contamination
to the Texas environmental agency and began cleaning up
the site under the agency�s instructions.  After spending
millions of  dollars in its remediation efforts, Aviall filed a
suit in district court seeking contribution from Cooper
under section 113 of  CERCLA.122  Holding that a party�s
right to seek contribution under section 113 is conditioned
on the party�s being subject to a CERCLA civil action, the
district court granted summary judgment in favor of
Cooper.  A divided panel of  the Fifth Circuit affirmed, but
was reversed on rehearing by the full court.123

The majority of  the full court concluded that Congress
intended to create a broad contribution right that is
triggered whenever a potentially responsible party (�PRP�)
has incurred cleanup costs, regardless whether that party
has been sued under CERCLA to perform or pay for the
cleanup.124  The majority further noted that conditioning a
party�s section 113 right of  contribution on the party�s
being subject to a CERCLA suit would �create substantial
obstacles to achieving the purposes of  CERCLA�not
only by slowing the reallocation of  cleanup costs from less
culpable PRPs to more culpable PRPs and by discouraging
voluntary expenditure of  PRP funds on cleanup activities,

The slowed pace of NPL site cleanups can
have devastating impacts on people�s
lives.  One quarter of the people in the

United States live within four miles
of a toxic waste site on the NPL.

Moreover, EPA �has identified 44,000
potentially hazardous waste sites

and continues to discover about 500
additional sites each year.�  The slower
the cleanups, the greater the danger to
the health of the millions of people who

remain exposed to toxic substances.
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but by diminishing the incentives for PRPs voluntarily to
report contamination to state agencies.�125

On January 9, 2004, the Supreme Court granted
Cooper�s request that it hear the case.126  Contrary to EPA�s
and DOJ�s arguments in earlier cases and, reportedly, EPA�s
protests when the Solicitor General�s office was crafting its
arguments for Aviall, the Bush administration filed an
amicus brief  supporting Cooper�s position that section
113�s right to contribution is limited to cases in which the
party that has incurred cleanup costs is subject to a
CERCLA civil action. 127  At the close of  2004, the Court
issued an opinion accepting Cooper and the
administration�s arguments.128  Like the decline in the
number of  cost-recovery actions that have been brought
under the Bush administration, the amicus brief submitted
by the administration in Aviall is less visible than the
President�s refusal to request reauthorization of  the
Superfund taxes, but will undoubtedly have a similarly
destructive impact on the effectiveness of  CERCLA in
protecting public health and the environment.  In the
words of  the dissent from the Fifth Circuit panel that
denied Aviall�s contribution claim, the government�s position
frustrates �the overarching goal of  CERCLA [ ] to create strong
incentives for responsible parties to perform cleanups of  sites without
waiting for the hammer of  litigation to drop.�129  Indeed,
restricting section 113�s contribution right �encourages PRPs
to postpone, defer, or delay remediation and to �lie behind
the log� until forced to incur cleanup costs by (federal)
governmental order, either administrative or court.�130  This
result is particularly problematic given the dramatic
reduction in the number of  such governmental orders that
have been issued under the Bush administration and the
waning ability of  the federal government to finance
cleanups due to a depleted Superfund.131

Moreover, the limitation of  CERCLA�s right to
contribution urged by the administration and adopted by
the Supreme Court seriously impedes the states� ability to
clean up the increasing number of  contaminated sites
being neglected by the federal government because of  the
funding shortage.  Particularly in light of  the current
budget crisis that states are experiencing, �state cleanup
programs generally present a feasible alternative (to the
federal program) only when a viable and cooperative
responsible party has been identified to fund and perform
the cleanup.�132  Even if  viable responsible parties are identified,
however, they are unlikely to cooperate with state officials by paying
for cleanups if  there is no right to contribution in the absence of
federal action.  Encouraging voluntary cleanup by responsible
parties (whether independently of  or in conjunction with a
state cleanup program) is increasingly vital to carrying out

CERCLA�s purpose of  prompt cleanups.  Because the
Supreme Court upheld the position taken by the
government in its Aviall brief, parties will now be much
less likely to perform voluntary cleanups.  The result
almost certainly will be that cleanups of  the most toxic
sites in the country will slow down even further.

Although the government�s involvement in Aviall�s
private suit is without question a key part of  the Bush
administration�s systematic undermining of  CERCLA�s
protections of  the public from toxic waste, it bears
mention that there is apparently another, equally disturbing
but less programmatic goal behind the administration�s
successful attempt to limit CERCLA contribution actions:
immunizing the Department of  Defense from such actions
brought by companies that have spent millions of  dollars
cleaning up sites at which the companies manufactured
weapons and other war-related products for the
government during World War II.  A congressional aide
and a former EPA official told the newsletter Inside EPA
that the administration�s amicus brief  in Aviall �sought, in
part, to prevent [such] industry suits against federal
facilities.�133  The attribution of  this motive to the
administration is reinforced by its own actions immediately
after the Supreme Court issued its opinion: the very next
day, the government relied on the Aviall holding in moving
to dismiss pending contribution actions brought against
the Department of  Defense by weapons manufacturers.134

Following the administration�s underkill success in Aviall,
the government can now avoid liability for the many highly
toxic sites that the government itself  helped to create.135

IV.  Conclusion: CERCLA Underkill

By using various underkill tools in effect to abrogate
the �polluter pays� principle on which the efficacy of
CERCLA depends, the Bush administration has
surreptitiously shifted the cleanup burden from those who
caused the contamination to the general public.  These
same tools have also dramatically slowed down the pace of
toxic waste site cleanups, thereby endangering the health of
millions of  people across the country.

Chapter 4: Underkill of Clean Water Act
Protections

Along with the CAA and CERCLA, the Clean Water
Act (�CWA� or �Act�)136 is a fundamental part of  this
country�s effort to address the deleterious effects of
industrial activity on public health and the environment.
Although implementation of  the CWA has been
tremendously successful in cleaning up this nation�s surface
waters, there remains much to be done,137 and constant
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vigilance is necessary to preserve the progress that has
been made.  Unfortunately, the Bush administration has
undermined CWA protections with the use of  underkill
tools, threatening to reverse achievements already made
under the CWA and to degrade water quality in this
country.

As in the other areas, the administration�s efforts have
been difficult to perceive by the media and the public
because of their complexity and the tendency of the
administration to implement its environmentally damaging
decisions in a manner that avoids public scrutiny.  Behind
this shield of  complexity and secretiveness, the
administration has interpreted the CWA in a manner that
excludes many waterways from CWA regulation altogether
and that permits mining companies to dump their wastes
into rivers and streams without the limitations imposed by
prior regulation.  Other underkill efforts are not noticed
because they consist of  many small steps.  For example,
the administration has in effect stopped bringing CWA
enforcement actions against polluters.

I.  Background: Overview of the Clean Water Act

Originally enacted as a set of amendments to the
Federal Pollution Water Control Act, the CWA provides
the framework for the current national program for
controlling surface water pollution.138  In order �to restore
and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of  the Nation�s waters,�139 Congress not only mandated
strict limitation and monitoring of  the discharge of
pollutants into waters, but also provided for strong
enforcement of  CWA standards.  More specifically, the
CWA prohibits all discharges of  water pollutants into
�waters of  the United States� unless the discharge is
specifically authorized by one of  two types of  permit.140

These national permit programs are designed to ensure
that individual sources of  water pollution comply with the
CWA�s limitations on pollutant discharges.

The first of  the two permit programs, known as the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(�NPDES�), administers national, technology-based limits
on pollutant discharges from industrial facilities and
publicly-owned sewage treatment plants.  The degree of
control required depends on the type of  source (e.g.,
petroleum refinery, power plant, chemical-manufacturing
plant, or municipal sewage-treatment plant), the type of
pollutant (e.g., a �conventional� pollutant such as bacteria
from human and animal waste141 or a �toxic� pollutant such
as heavy metals and pesticides142), and the age of  the
polluting facility.143  The other CWA permit program
governs the discharge of  dredged or fill material into the

waters of  the United States and is administered by the U.S.
Army Corps of  Engineers (�Corps�) under EPA�s
guidance.144

Having concluded that �[a] major weakness of  the
prior federal program (for control of  water pollution) lay
in the area of  enforcement,� Congress set out �to ensure
vigorous enforcement� with the passage of  the 1972
amendments that became known as the CWA.145  Thus, the
CWA provides that, whenever EPA finds that �any person�
is in violation of the Act, it �shall issue an order requiring
[the violator] to comply� or �shall bring a civil action.�146

Furthermore, the CWA�s citizen-suit provisions authorize
and encourage citizen enforcement to supplement
government enforcement initiatives.147

II.  Underkill at the Rulemaking Stage

Because of  the strict standard-setting, oversight, and
enforcement made possible by the CWA�s blanket
prohibition of  all discharges of  pollutants into the waters
of  the United States without a permit, the most efficacious
way to undermine CWA protections would be to narrow
the reach of  the permit systems.  And that is precisely what
the Bush administration has done.  It has replaced the
long-standing, broad definition of  �waters of  the United
States,� which governs the scope of  both the NPDES and
dredge-and-fill permit programs, with a much more limited
one.  To understand fully the grave implications of  the
administration�s redefinition, some background regarding
CWA �waters� is necessary.

The CWA applies to the discharge of  pollutants into
�navigable waters,� which the Act defines as �waters of  the
United States, including the territorial seas.�148  Congress
understood that, in order to achieve the CWA�s goal of
�restor[ing] and maintain[ing] the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of  the Nation�s waters,�149 the �waters�
to which the CWA applies must be understood in the
�broadest possible� sense.150  Accordingly, as the Supreme
Court recognized in United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes,
Inc., one of  its landmark CWA cases, �waters of  the United
States,� rather than �navigable waters,� is the operable term
for the purpose of  carrying out Congress�s intent:
�Although the Act prohibits discharges into �navigable
waters,� the Act�s definition of  �navigable waters� as �the
waters of  the United States� makes it clear that the term
�navigable� as used in the Act is of  limited import.�151

Consistent with this understanding of  the CWA, EPA and
the Corps of  Engineers have adopted broad
interpretations of  �waters of  the United States� in their
regulations implementing the CWA.  For example, in its
current regulations governing the dredge-and-fill permit
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program, the Corps defines �waters of  the United States�
not only as �waters which are currently used, or were used
in the past, or may be susceptible to use in interstate or
foreign commerce,�152 but also as �all other waters such as
intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent
streams), mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie
potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds, the
use, degradation or destruction of  which could affect
interstate or foreign commerce�153 and the tributaries to
such waters.154

The fluid nature of  water and the interconnectedness of
waterways make such an expansive definition of  CWA �waters� a
necessity for effective control of  water pollution.  As the Corps has
explained:

The regulation of  activities that cause water pollution
cannot rely on . . . artificial lines . . . but must focus
on waters that together form the entire aquatic
system.  Water moves in hydrologic cycles, and the
pollution of  [one] part of  the aquatic system . . . will
affect the water quality of  the other waters within
that aquatic system.155

Undoubtedly because the administration was aware
that there would be significant public opposition to any
attempt to narrow the CWA�s scope by redefining �waters
of  the United States,� the administration�s underkill at the
rulemaking stage involved two deceptive twists.   First, the
administration speciously relied on an unnecessarily
expansive reading of  a Supreme Court opinion to justify
the new definition.  Second, it issued a �memorandum�
instructing EPA and Corps field staff  to apply the new
definition even though the agencies have not promulgated
a rule containing the new definition, thereby eliminating
the normal opportunity afforded by the rulemaking
process for the public to comment before the change goes
into effect.

In Solid Waste Agency of  Northern Cook County v. United
States (�SWANCC�),156 the Supreme Court held that the
Corps could not assert CWA authority over the discharge
of  waste into isolated wetlands located on an abandoned
gravel pit simply because the pit provided a habitat for
migratory birds.157  The Corps had determined that various
localities could not use the gravel pit for waste disposal
without meeting the requirements for a permit.158  In doing
so, the Corps relied on language in a 1986 rule �clarifying�
that the �all other waters� definition quoted above159

included waters, such as the gravel pit, that are used as
habitat by migratory birds.  This �clarification� was
referred to as the �Migratory Bird Rule.�160  The Supreme
Court concluded that Congress did not intend CWA

�waters� to include �isolated ponds, some only seasonal,
wholly located within two Illinois counties . . . because they
serve as habitat for migratory birds.�161  The decision thus
precluded the Corps from relying on the Migratory Bird
Rule as a justification for requiring a dredge-and-fill permit.

After SWANCC, however, the Bush administration
not only prohibited EPA and Corps officials from asserting
regulatory authority based on the Migratory Bird Rule, but
also insisted that the decision had narrowed the definition
of  what constitutes a regulated waterway in a manner that
drops many waterways from regulation altogether, even if
the basis for including the waterways within the regulatory
program in the first place had nothing to do with their use
as migratory bird habitat.  Instead of  continuing the
decades-long practice of  determining the scope of  CWA
jurisdiction by focusing on the meaning of  the term
�waters of  the United States,� the administration issued a
guidance memorandum that essentially instructs EPA and
Corps officials to decide whether or not a waterway is
subject to regulation based on the discredited test of
�navigability.�162  More specifically, the guidance
memorandum requires that agency officials �seek formal
project-specific (headquarters) approval� only �prior to
asserting jurisdiction over waters� that are not �traditional
navigable� waters, adjacent wetlands, or the tributaries to
such waters.163  Officials need not obtain approval,
however, before declining to exercise jurisdiction over the
many waterbodies that do not meet the �traditionally
navigable� definition.  Because many of  these waters have
been protected under long-standing CWA regulations and
interpretations, the logical �default��and the one
consistent with the remedial purpose of  the CWA�is
continued protection.  But the guidance memorandum flies
in the face of  the CWA�s purposes by requiring approval
only for continued protection and thereby implicitly
sanctioning�and even encouraging�withdrawal of  CWA
protection from many waters.

Moreover, consistent with the Bush administration�s
proclivity for undermining environmental and public health
protections as surreptitiously as possible, the administration
avoided public input before taking action to narrow the scope of
regulation.  The administration could have proposed the
change as a new regulation, which would have required
providing the public with notice and the opportunity to
comment before the administration could adopt its new
position.  Instead, the administration issued the guidance
memorandum, which went into effect immediately, and
then sought public input on an �Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking� (�ANPRM�) that called into
question the long-standing definition of  �waters of  the
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United States� as it applies to all CWA programs�i.e.,
programs such as the NPDES permit program and the oil-
spill program as well as the dredge-and-fill permit
program.164  Thus, although ostensibly awaiting pubic input
before drafting a rule redefining CWA �waters,� the
administration in fact had already put the new definition
into effect in the guidance memorandum.

As Senator Russell Feingold stated during a hearing on
the implications of  SWANCC, �both the guidance memo
and the proposed rulemaking go far beyond the holding in
SWANCC.�165  Indeed, the vast majority of  lower courts
that have addressed the effect of  SWANCC on the scope
of  CWA �waters� have
concluded the Court did not call
into question its earlier
determination in Riverside Bayview
Homes that, because �Congress
chose to define the waters
covered by the Act broadly� (i.e.,
as �waters of  the United
States�), �the term �navigable� as
used in the Act is of limited
import.�166  Undoubtedly, the
administration seized on
SWANCC as an opportunity to
cloak in legitimacy giving the
polluting industries whose activities subject them to the
CWA what they have long desired.  For years, these
industries have sought to evade the CWA�s requirements by
urging a more limited definition of  the scope of  the term
�waters of  the United States.� 167

A broad definition of  �waters of  the United States� has been
critical to the success of  the CWA in controlling water pollution.
The administration�s redefinition of  �waters� puts 20% of
the wetlands (or 20 million acres) and at least 60% of  all river miles
(2.15 million miles) in the contiguous 48 states at risk of losing
CWA protections.168  The many lakes, ponds, streams, and
other waters that the Bush administration and industry
seek to exclude from the Act�s protections are not only
important in their own right as, inter alia, ecosystems and
recreational sites.  From a scientific standpoint, these
numerous waterbodies cannot be separated from the
�traditional navigable waters� that the Bush administration
and industry concede fall within the CWA�s jurisdiction:

Wetlands, intermittent and ephemeral streams, and
tributaries are integral parts of  watersheds that affect
the health of  all water systems, even those that are
seemingly �isolated.�  These waters drain into larger
waterbodies and groundwater sources, so pollution
or fill dumped into them destroys important water

resources and eventually ends up in larger lakes and
rivers.169

In light of  the massive withdrawal of  CWA
protections that the administration�s redefinition would
effect, it is not surprising that almost 99% of  the 137,000
comments submitted in response to the ANPRM opposed any
limitation of  the CWA�s scope.170  In December 2003, EPA
Administrator Mike Leavitt announced that the
administration was abandoning its plans to issue a new rule
redefining CWA �waters,� proclaiming that, in so doing,
�we are reaffirming and bolstering protections for
wetlands, which are vital for water quality, the health of  our

streams and wildlife habitat.�171

This public reassurance of  its
commitment to implement CWA
protections, however, is belied by the
administration�s failure to withdraw the
guidance memorandum, which remains
in effect.172  The administration�s
reaction to the tremendous
public consensus in favor of  the
long-standing definition of  CWA
�waters� makes clear that the
Bush administration never truly
intended to involve the public in
its decision regarding the

definition of  CWA �waters.�  The �ANPRM�
notwithstanding, the industry-backed decision had been
made.  As Joan Mulhern of  Earthjustice, one of  the
groups that opposed the ANPRM, noted:

When the Bush administration announced it was
dropping plans to rewrite the rules saying which
waters are protected by the Clean Water Act, we all
assumed that meant they would uphold and enforce
existing law.  It is nothing short of  duplicitous for
the administration to publicly abandon the
rulemaking but privately and cynically abandon many
streams and wetlands, leaving them open to unlimited
pollution and destruction.173

Despite the administration�s apparent attempt to shield
its withdrawal of  CWA protections from public scrutiny,
some environmental groups have succeeded in getting at
least a partial picture of  the effect of  the guidance
memorandum through Freedom of  Information Act
requests.174  These groups note, however, that their report
on this information �understates the problem because
several Corps districts do not appear to be documenting
any of  their decisions not to regulate and, in many cases,
the Corps is not consulting or coordinating with EPA or
the Fish and Wildlife Service prior to abandoning

A broad definition of �waters of the
United States� has been critical to

the success of the CWA in
controlling water pollution.  The
administration�s redefinition of

�waters� puts 20% of the wetlands
(or 20 million acres) and at least

60% of all river miles (2.15 million
miles) in the contiguous 48 states at

risk of losing CWA protections.
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protection for previously protected waters.�175  Given the
information that they were able to obtain, the groups
concluded that �[o]ne thing is certain: The result of  the
Bush administration�s policy is that untold thousands of
acres of  wetlands, small streams, and other waters that
provide critical environmental values are being opened up
to destruction and degradation without any federal
environmental review or limitations.�176  Thus, in spite of
overwhelming opposition by the public, EPA and the
Corps continue to work pursuant to an executive fiat that
defies long-standing administrative and judicial
interpretations of  the CWA by significantly narrowing its
scope and thereby depriving many of  this country�s waters
of protection.

III.  Underkill by Failure to Enforce

As noted above, the CWA�s strong enforcement
provisions supply government officials and citizens with
effective tools to ensure that polluters comply with the
Act�s requirements.177  Nevertheless, government
enforcement of  the CWA has dropped precipitously during
the Bush administration.  Over Bush�s first three years in
office, the number of  notices of  CWA violations issued by
EPA fell by 74% compared with the first Bush and Clinton
administrations.178  Violations notices are important
indicators of  overall enforcement activity.  As Eric
Schaeffer, former head of  EPA enforcement, has
explained, a drop in notices means that �the flow of  new
cases into the (enforcement process) for handling and
settlement prosecution is slowly drying up.�179  Indeed, in
2002, the number of  cases for judicial action that EPA
referred to the Department of  Justice�the next step in
the enforcement process when a violation notice goes
unheeded�declined by 38%.180  This drop was not by any
means the result of  a dearth of  CWA violations.  During
roughly the same time period, over 60% of  industrial and
municipal facilities violated the CWA by discharging
pollutants into waters throughout the country in excess of
the limits in their NPDES permits.181  Furthermore, the
violations were quite serious: on average, the facilities
discharged six times the amount of  pollutants prescribed
in the applicable permits.182

Simply failing to enforce the CWA is more difficult in
areas where ongoing enforcement efforts have been
inherited from the previous administration.  One such area
is the illegal discharge into streams of  wastes from
mountaintop-removal coal mining.  In many ways, the
story of  the CWA violations associated with mountaintop-
removal coal mining eerily parallels the story of  the CAA
violations associated with coal-fired power plants.  In both
cases, toward the end of  the Clinton administration, it

appeared that the coal industry was finally going to be
forced to comply with the law after EPA began to ascertain
the severity of  long-standing patterns of  violations.  In the
case of the CAA, coal-fired electric utilities had failed to
install the required emission-control technology required
under the Act�s NSR provisions.183  In the case of  the
CWA, coal-mining companies had destroyed hundreds of
miles of  streams by burying them with the wastes from
mountaintop-removal mining.  Also, as with the CAA
violations, �[o]nly in the late 1990s did the problems (with
mountaintop-removal mining) begin to command the
sustained attention of  federal environmental officials.�184

And finally, in both cases, the subsequent efforts to
enforce environmental protections came to a halt when
President Bush was elected, and thereafter the
administration sought to allow the destructive industry
practices.

IV.  Underkill by Stopping Enforcement Efforts and
Changing the Rules to �Legalize� Ex Post Facto

Unlike the NSR violations, the federal government was
aiding the coal industry in its illegal dumping of
mountaintop-mining wastes by issuing dredge-and-fill
permits authorizing the practice.  As the Corps
acknowledged in Kentuckians for the Commonwealth v.
Rivenburgh�the most recent of  a series of  cases brought
by environmental and citizens� groups challenging the
issuance of  these permits�this dumping of  wastes, and thus
the permits, violated the agency�s 1977 regulations,185 which specify
that �fill material� �does not include any pollutant
discharged into the water primarily to dispose of  waste, as
that activity is regulated under section 402 of  the Clean
Water Act (i.e., the NPDES permit program).�186  Given
this admission, it makes sense that, in an e-mail evaluating
the case, a government official stated: �It appears the
(Justice Department) may feel they have a loser in this
suit.�187  However, instead of  recommending that the Corps simply
cease authorizing the illegal practice and begin to enforce the law, the
official suggested that �[c]hanging the rule on what could be disposed
of could �moot the lawsuit.��188  And that is precisely what the
administration did: while the court was considering the
case, EPA and the Corps finalized a rule redefining �fill
material� to include the mining waste at issue,189 and then
filed a brief  informing the presiding judge that the new
rule mooted the citizens� group�s claims.190

In contrast to the Bush administration�s response to
the citizens� claims in Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, the
Clinton administration settled a similar case brought by an
environmental group in 1998, promising �closer scrutiny
of  mining permits and a thorough scientific review [in an]
environmental impact statement.�191  Thereafter, the
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Clinton administration began negotiations with coal-
industry officials to craft a �comprehensive approach� that
�would allow mining debris to be deposited in streams
(known as �valley fills�), but only in a way �that would
address long-term environmental concerns.�192  However,
not unlike the negotiations with the coal industry regarding
NSR violations under the Clean Air Act, the
�[n]egotiations between EPA and industry officials on
proposals for limiting the size of  valley fills stalled and
then stopped altogether as the presidential election of  2000
approached.�193  Shortly after taking office, the Bush
administration made clear to the coal industry that it no longer needed
to worry about lawsuits challenging the permits authorizing the illegal
discharge of  mountaintop-mining wastes.  As Department of  the
Interior Deputy Secretary Steven Griles told the West
Virginia Coal Association, �[w]e will fix the federal rules
very soon on water and soil placement.�194  As a former
lobbyist for the coal industry, Griles�s appointment to a top
environmental policy-making position is among the many
instances of  the Bush administration�s use of  the underkill
tool of  appointing officials with backgrounds antagonistic
to their regulatory duties.195

The administration �fixed� the Corps�s 1977 regulation
by greatly expanding the definition of  �fill material,�
thereby carving a potentially devastating loophole in the
CWA.  The long-standing Corps regulation confined �fill
material� to �material used for the primary purpose of
replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of  changing the
bottom elevation of  an [sic] water body.�196  In contrast,
under the new rule, �fill material means material placed in
waters of  the United States where the material has the effect
of  [r]eplacing any portion of  a water . . . with dry land� �or
[c]hanging the bottom elevation of  any portion of  a
water.�197  Consequently, as the district court pointed out in
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, the administration�s new
definition �is a tautology,� for �all fills have the effect of
filling.�198  �Through this empty definition, the agencies
allow the waters of  the United States to be filled, polluted,
and unavoidably destroyed for any purpose, including
waste disposal.�199

Under the 1977 regulation, the discharge of  pollutants
into waters primarily for the purpose of  waste disposal is
governed by section 402 of  the CWA (the NPDES permit
program).  Importantly, the section 402 permit program
imposes stricter requirements than the section 404 (i.e.,
dredge-and-fill) permit program.  Thus, not surprisingly,
throughout the CWA�s history, industry has �sought to
expand the coverage of  the section 404 program where the
alternative is regulation by EPA� pursuant to the section
402 program.200  By finalizing the new rule during the

course of  the litigation, the administration obviously
sought to allow a particularly destructive industry
practice�i.e., the submerging of  this nation�s streams with
wastes from mountaintop-removal coal mining�to
continue virtually unchecked pursuant to relatively
permissive section 404 permits.  Furthermore, the
administration�s new definition of  �fill material� to include
any pollutant that displaces water, regardless of  the
purpose of  the discharge, has the potential to achieve an
even greater expansion of  the section 404 program at the
expense of  the section 402 program.  Although the new
rule does specify that �fill material does not include trash
or garbage,�201 the rule qualifies this qualification by stating
that �trash or garbage generally should be excluded from the
definition of  fill material,� and (only somewhat more
precisely) that �there are very specific circumstances where
certain types of  material that might otherwise be considered trash
or garbage may be appropriate for use in a particular project
to create a structure or infrastructure in waters of  the
U.S.�202  Thus, it is unclear whether the �trash or garbage�
caveat will actually serve to prevent the Corps from issuing
section 404 permits for the discharge of  all kinds of  refuse
and anything else that displaces water.

In Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, the district court
rejected the government�s invocation of  the new rule to
moot the case, noting: �When the illegitimate practices
were revealed by court decisions in this district, the
agencies undertook to change not their behavior, but the
rules that did not support their permit process.�203  The
new rule, however, was not at issue in the case and has not
otherwise been subject to judicial review.  Consequently,
under the current redefinition of  �fill material,� industry may
continue destroying this country�s waters by heaping upon them wastes
from mountaintop mining and undoubtedly, given the sweeping nature
of  the redefinition, many other kinds of  waste from pollutant-
producing industrial activities.

V.  Conclusion: CWA Underkill

Although this chapter does not catalog all of  the Bush
administration�s uses of  underkill tools to weaken the
CWA, the examples highlighted make clear that the
administration has sought to dilute significantly the Act�s
restrictions on pollution of  the nation�s surface waters.  By
attempting to restrict the �waters� to which the CWA
applies, the administration threatens to deprive all the
waters�even those that remain within the CWA�s scope
under the administration redefinition�of  the CWA�s
protections.  Of  the discharges that remain subject to the
Act under its redefinition of  CWA �waters,� it appears
likely that the administration will either simply fail to
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enforce the CWA�s requirements or seek to regulate as
many as possible as �fill material� under the less protective
dredge-and-fill permit program.

Chapter 5: Underkill of Public Lands
Protections

The federal �public lands� laws did not, like
CERCLA, the CAA, and the CWA, create national
programs in areas largely ungoverned at the federal level
prior to passage, but rather effected a dramatic shift in the
federal government�s goal�namely, from fostering the
transfer of  public lands to private interests to retaining
federal ownership so the lands could be protected.204  In
egregious defiance of  these laws, the Bush administration
has used various underkill tools systematically to give away
the public�s lands and the invaluable historic and natural
treasures therein to the oil and gas, mining, and timber
industries.

I.  Background: Overview of Public Lands Law

About one-third of  the country�s land is publicly
owned, and the degree and type of  protection vary
depending on which of  four land-management systems
govern: (1) general public lands under the stewardship of
the Bureau of  Land Management (�BLM�), (2) National
Forests under the stewardship of  the U.S. Forest Service,
(3) National Wildlife Refuges under the stewardship of  the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, or (4) National Parks under
the stewardship of  the National Park Service.205  The BLM,
Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Park Service are
divisions of  the Department of  the Interior, and the
Forest Service is a division of  the Department of
Agriculture.  Congress may designate lands within any of
the four systems as �wilderness areas,� which receive
special protections under the Wilderness Act of  1964.206

Most public lands are general public lands (340 million
acres) or National Forests (191 million acres) that are
managed for �multiple use� pursuant, respectively, to the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act (�FLPMA�) and
to the National Forest Management Act (�NFMA�).207  To
achieve an appropriate balance between uses that inevitably
damage the land, such as extraction of  oil, gas, and
minerals, and the interest in preserving the land and the
ecosystems it supports, the FLPMA and NFMA require
BLM and the Forest Service to develop land-management
plans based on, inter alia, public input and scientific
expertise.208  For National Wildlife Refuges (88 million
acres), however, Congress specified that protection of
wildlife is the predominant consideration in management
decisions: other uses of the land are forbidden unless they

are �compatible� with the land�s status as a refuge for
wildlife.209

National Parks and National Wilderness Areas receive
the greatest level of  protection.  More specifically,
Congress directed that the National Park System, which
now comprises 80 million acres210 of  �superlative natural,
historic, and recreation areas in every major region of  the
United States�211 be managed �to conserve the scenery and
the natural and historic objects and wildlife therein and to
provide for the enjoyment of  the same in such manner and
by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of  future generations.�212  In 1964, Congress
superimposed on all four land-management systems
(general public lands, national forests, wildlife refuges, and
national parks) the National Wilderness Preservation
System, which is �composed of  federally owned areas
designated by Congress as �wilderness areas� . . .
administered for the use and enjoyment of  the American
people in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for
future use and enjoyment as wilderness.�213  �Wilderness� is
statutorily defined as �an area where the earth and its
community of  life are untrammeled by man� and,
consequently, that �retain[s] its primeval character and
influence� and provides �outstanding opportunities for
solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of
recreation.�214  Accordingly, the agencies charged with
managing public lands designated as wilderness areas are
instructed that, in general, �there shall be no commercial
enterprise and no permanent road . . . and, except as
necessary to meet minimum requirements for the
administration of  the area . . ., there shall be no temporary
road, no use of  motor vehicles, motorized equipment or
motorboats, no landing of  aircraft, no other form of
mechanical transport, and no structure or installation
within any such area.�215

Management of  our public lands in accordance with
the statutory goals described above requires careful
consideration before taking any action affecting the lands.
In particular, the statutes governing the federal land-
management agencies typically require that those agencies
solicit and take into account input from the public and
from scientists with the expert knowledge necessary to
understand the impacts of  agency decisions, such as
whether to permit the extraction of  resources by timber,
oil and gas, or mineral companies.  In addition, the
National Environmental Policy Act (�NEPA�)216 requires
all federal agencies, including the federal land-management
agencies, to factor environmental considerations into their
decision-making process and disclose to the public the
results of  such an evaluation of  the environmental
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consequences of  any �major Federal action[] significantly
affecting . . . the . . . environment� that the agency
proposes to take.217

II.  Underkill in the Legislative and Regulatory
Arenas

The Bush administration has employed a dual strategy
in its use of  legislative and regulatory underkill tools
against public-lands protections; namely, (1) forgoing the
public analysis and review normally required before
allowing private interests to exploit the resources on our
public lands, and (2) justifying this departure from past
practice and statutory mandates with mendacious claims
that such action is necessary to secure the public from
danger.  This dual strategy is evident in the administration�s
two major legislative initiatives affecting public-lands
management: the Healthy Forests Restoration Act
(�HFRA�) (which became law in December 2003),218 and
the energy bill that includes many of  the recommendations
in the report produced by Vice President Cheney�s
National Energy Policy Task Force.219   In both cases, in
order to  divert attention away from the immense transfer
of  public resources to private interests contemplated by
these initiatives�to the timber industry with HFRA and to
the oil and gas industry with the energy bill�the
administration exploited the public�s fears of  forest fires in
western states and a dwindling energy supply by claiming
misleadingly that the legislative proposals provided the
public with protection from these threats.

HFRA dispenses with important NEPA review
requirements and opportunities for public participation
and significantly limits judicial review for so-called
�hazardous fuel reduction projects.�  More specifically, for
example, HFRA decreases the amount of  analysis required
in the preparation environmental impact statements for
such projects,220 restricts the public�s ability to challenge
such projects at the administrative level221 (which is already
made more difficult given that less information that will be
provided in environmental analyses under the new law),
urges courts to expedite judicial review of  such projects,
and places restrictions on the available judicial relief.222  In a
HFRA signing ceremony, President Bush sought to justify
this diminishing of the roles of the public and the judicial
branch in ensuring that the public interest is served in
decisions affecting federal lands.  He proclaimed that
�[w]ith [HFRA], we will help to prevent catastrophic
wildfires, we�ll help save lives and property, and we�ll help
protect our forests from sudden and needless
destruction.�223  More specifically, Bush explained that the
Act �expedites the environmental review process so we can
move forward more quickly on projects that restore forests

to good health.�224  These claims, however, are belied by the
text of  HFRA, scientific expertise, and previous experience
in forest-fire prevention.  In fact, HFRA allows the
administration to �move forward more quickly� on
precisely the sort of  project that NEPA�s review
requirements were designed to prevent�i.e., logging that is
destructive of  the public�s forests.  The �hazardous fuel
reduction projects� for which HFRA limits analysis and
review include the logging of  large, old-growth trees on
public lands located far away from the communities
endangered by wildfires.225  The utility of  these projects for
preventing fires is unsupported by science.  Indeed, the
projects may even increase the likelihood of  fires.  As the
NRDC pointed out in a recent report, HFRA not only fails
to provide �money or help for . . . clearing flammable
brush from the immediate areas around homes and
property, an essential task for reducing the risk of  fire,� but
also �will likely speed up and increase commercial logging
. . . . of  mature, fire-resistant trees deep in the backcountry,
far from homes and communities.�226  Furthermore, in a
report issued seven months before Bush signed HFRA, the
Government Accountability Office compiled statistics that
make clear that, contrary to the Bush administration�s
claims, the public review process has not interfered with
the Forest Service�s implementation of  projects designed
to prevent forest fires.227

Even before Bush signed HFRA into law, the
Department of  the Interior (�DOI�) and the Forest
Service had issued regulations that completely shut out the
public from many decisions permitting substantial logging
on public lands by creating broad �categorical exclusions�
from NEPA�s analysis and public review requirements for
hazardous fuel reduction activities and post-fire
rehabilitation projects.228  And the administration has
further eroded the public�s right to participate in the
logging approval process since HFRA�s passage: in the first
rule it issued under HFRA, the Forest Service in 2003
strictly limited the amount of  information on logging
projects available to the public and severely curtailed
citizens� ability to protest approvals of  logging at the
administrative and judicial levels.229

Pursuant to the administration�s legislative and
regulatory initiatives eliminating much of  the analysis and
public review required before permitting commercial
logging on federal lands, the Forest Service has authorized
logging projects in national forests of  unprecedented size
in a very short period of  time.  For example, in the
summer of  2004, the administration finalized the largest
timber sale since World War II: 372 million board feet of
timber in Oregon�s Siskiyou National Forest,230 a region
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�nationally and globally renowned for its wilderness, wild
rivers, and biological diversity.�231  The Forest Service has
continually touted the Siskiyou sale as a �recovery� project
intended as a response to the largest forest fire in Oregon�s
history (known as the �Biscuit fire�) despite significant
scientific evidence indicating that �salvage� logging
impedes a forest�s natural recovery process and long-term
health232 and even increases the risk of  fire because of  the
hazardous fuels left behind after logging.233  Undoubtedly,
the concern driving the administration�s sale of  the public�s
timber in the Siskiyou was not the safety of  the
surrounding community or the health of  the forest, but
rather the timber industry�s ability to make a profit.
Tellingly, after requesting the declaration of  an �emergency
situation� to implement the planned timber sales more
quickly in the face of  mounting public opposition, the
forest supervisor for the Siskiyou National Forest stated,
�The dead trees are deteriorating at an increasing rate, and
those trees are losing value.�234  The dead trees are of  great
value as an integral part of  a living ecosystem, however, for
they provide both habitat for wildlife and, as they
decompose, nutrients essential to the health of  the
forest.235  As Jerry Franklin, a University of  Washington
professor of  ecosystem science, told a Washington Post
reporter, �[t]he Bush plan . . . �has nothing to do with
forest recovery.��236  Rather, as made evident by its strong
advocacy of  HFRA and related regulatory initiatives, the
administration�s plan is to prevent the public and the
judiciary from enforcing statutory restraints on private
exploitation of the national forests under the ironic guise
of  forest recovery and public protection.

The energy bill supported by the administration,
largely based on the recommendations that Vice President
Cheney�s Energy Task Force developed after numerous
closed-door meetings with industry executives and
lobbyists,237 would essentially do for the oil and gas
industry what HFRA does for the timber industry by
skewing the decision-making process in favor of  granting
exploration and drilling rights on public lands.  Like
HFRA, the energy bill backed by the administration
facilitates significant increases in the extraction of public
resources by, inter alia, weakening analysis and public review
requirements.  For example, the bill:

! �[r]equires [BLM] to make decisions on new
energy development applications within 10-30 days, making
it nearly impossible for the agency to comply with [NEPA]
and make informed decisions necessary to protect fish and
wildlife�;238

! �[w]aives existing [NEPA] environmental review
and public participation process for all types of  energy

development projects on Indian lands in favor of  an
unspecified new process�;239

! �[e]stablishes a perpetual �pilot program� for
expediting the approval of  energy projects in the Rocky
Mountain region�;240

! �[e]ncourages oil and gas development under
Padre Island National Seashore, notwithstanding its status
as a National Park�;241 and

! �[e]stablishes an �Office of  Federal Project
Coordination� within the White House intended to
expedite the permitting and completion of  energy projects
on federal lands.�242

Just as it has in its sponsorship of  HFRA, the
administration has attempted in pushing its energy bill to
justify giving away public resources with minimal public
input by claiming such action is necessary to address a
national emergency�in this case, an energy crisis.243

Although that crisis is frighteningly real�the non-
renewable fossil fuels from which we derive energy are
both in short supply and destructive of  human health and
the environment�the Bush administration�s energy policy
does not merely fail to address the problems, but
significantly exacerbates them.  The administration�s policy
is not designed to wean us off  harmful and limited fossil
fuels, but rather to entrench them even further into our
way of  life�and thereby to maximize short-term profits
of  the oil and gas industry.  Instead of  developing and
increasing reliance on clean, renewable energy sources, the
apparent aim of  the administration�s energy policy is to
open up all our public lands to far less constrained and
publicly-monitored exploitation by the energy industry,
causing irreversible destruction of  public lands and
resources.  Any resulting increase in the domestic supply
of  oil and gas would be so small and short-term that the
administration�s appeal to the public interest to justify its
policy is indefensible, particularly given the deleterious
environmental and public health implications of
development.244

Fortunately, the energy bill faced sufficient opposition
in the Senate to prevent enactment (although Republican
gains in the recent election increase the likelihood of
passage245).  As the descriptions of  the administration�s
underkill methods in previous chapters make clear,
however, this administration is not deterred when its
legislative initiatives are unsuccessful, but rather tenaciously
pursues its corporate-backed agenda by less visible means.
In the chapter of  the report by Cheney�s Energy Task
Force euphemistically entitled �Protecting America�s
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Environment,� the Task Force �recommends that the
President issue an Executive Order to rationalize
permitting for energy production in an environmentally
sound manner by directing federal agencies to expedite
permits and other federal actions necessary for energy-
related project approvals on a national basis.�246

Specifically, �[t]his order would establish an interagency
task force chaired by the Council on Environmental
Quality to ensure that federal agencies responsible for
permitting energy-related
facilities are coordinating
their efforts.�247  Bush
implemented this
recommendation in May of
2001�the same month in
which Cheney�s Task Force
published its report�with
Executive Order 13212.248

Order 13212 mandates that
agencies �expedite their
review of  permits or take
other actions as necessary to
accelerate the completion of
[energy-related] projects�
and establishes �an
interagency task force . . . to monitor and assist the
agencies� in carrying out that charge.249  Tellingly, there is a
striking similarity between the language of  Executive Order
13212 and that of  a memorandum sent to the Department
of  Energy by the American Gas Association (�AGA�).  In
the memorandum�made public by the Natural Resources
Defense Council through a Freedom of  Information Act
lawsuit�the AGA outlines the gas industry�s �energy
policy principles� to assist the Department of  Energy �in
its work on the Energy Task Force policy
recommendations.�250  Among the AGA�s specific policy
recommendations is the creation of  an �Interagency and
Intergovernmental Task Force on Energy and Federal
Lands to streamline regulation of exploration and
production on federal lands.�251

Executive Order 13212�s �acceleration� directive has
been vigorously carried out by the former energy industry
lobbyists and lawyers whom Bush has placed in charge at
DOI,252 which has issued a record-breaking number of
permits allowing oil and gas companies to drill in areas of
pristine wilderness on public lands.  Since Bush took
office, BLM has approved 34% more oil and gas industry
applications for drilling on public lands than the agency did
during the last three years of the Clinton administration.253

The only way to give private corporations control of  this
much federal land so quickly is effectively to dispense with

consideration of  the environmental implications normally
highlighted by the input of  scientific experts and the
general public.  As a BLM official in Utah stated in an
�information bulletin� distributed to agency staff, ��leasing
delays and [drilling approval] backlogs are created by the
people responsible for performing wilderness reviews� and
environmental assessments.�254  The bulletin further
emphasized �the need[] to ensure that existing staff
understand that when an oil and gas lease parcel or when

an application for
permission to drill come in
the door, that this work is
their number-one priority.�255

This same message has been
repeatedly conveyed to
agency staff  throughout the
country by the �interagency
task force� called for by
Cheney�s Energy Task Force
(and the AGA in its
recommendations to the
Task Force) and established
by Executive Order 13212.

Under the leadership of
Council on Environmental Quality head James
Connaughton,256 the interagency task force (known as the
�Task Force on Energy Project Streamlining�) has
repeatedly intervened in agency decision-making processes
on behalf  of  corporations seeking approval to extract
resources from public lands.  According to an L.A. Times
article, �White House documents show dozens of  cases in
which the task force was contacted by oil and gas
companies with specific complaints,� and, in every
instance, task force officials �responded by asking Interior
officials about the corporate concerns, requesting an
�expedited response� and often making telephone calls
requesting greater efficiency.�257  In one case, by contacting
the Task Force on Energy Project Streamlining, El Paso
Corporation (one of  the largest energy companies in the
United States), was able to secure a reversal of  the Forest
Service�s decision denying the company�s application to
drill for natural gas in a remote part of  New Mexico�s
Carson National Forest.258  Having determined, in
consultation with BLM, that El Paso�s plans for gas
exploration could pollute the water, harm wildlife, and
diminish its recreational value, the Forest Service rejected
the company�s 2002 bid to drill in the area known as Valle
Vidal (�Valley of  Life�), whose mountains and meadows
provide the habitat for 200 species of  bird and 60 types of
mammal and a retreat for the neighboring ranch that is the
largest Boy Scout training center in the nation.259  El Paso

Since Bush took office, BLM has
approved 34% more oil and gas industry
applications for drilling on public lands

than the agency did during the last three
years of the Clinton administration.

The only way to give private corporations
control of this much federal land so
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by the input of scientific experts

and the general public.
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then appealed to the administration�s Task Force on
Energy Project Streamlining, which subsequently asked the
Forest Service to reconsider El Paso�s application and
provide an �expedited response.�260  In August of  2004, the
Forest Service initiated the process of  permitting El Paso
to explore for gas in Valle Vidal.261  Local Forest Service
and BLM staff indicated to the L.A. Times that �they felt
pressured to act.�262  Among those who spoke with the
newspaper was a BLM archeologist who expressed his
dismay at having received a phone call from the White
House about El Paso�s drilling application, stating that he
had �worked for the federal government since the Reagan
administration, and that�s never happened before.�263

As noted above, the rationale framed by Cheney�s Task
Force that has been continually invoked by the
administration is that allowing oil and gas development on
pristine areas of  public land such as Valle Vidal is a
necessary response to a decreasing energy supply and the
(related) vulnerability created by this country�s dependence
on foreign oil and gas sources.264  That claim, however, is
empirically unsustainable.  Valle Vidal makes up a mere one
percent of  the Raton basin, much of  which is already
subject to oil and gas exploration.265  A similar ratio applies
across the board: by BLM�s own account, 85% of  the oil
and gas on federal lands has been made accessible to
industry for leasing and development.266  Significantly, on
most of  that land, no oil or gas is being produced.267  More
specifically, the companies that own leases and drilling
rights on the 40 million acres of  public land now subject to
oil and gas development in the continental United States
are not producing on almost 30 million acres�i.e., almost
75%.268  Thus, the administration�s appeal to the public
interest in national security does not withstand scrutiny: as
stated in a Denver Post editorial, �Energy companies have
plenty of  promising places to drill without invading
proposed wilderness or creating disturbances near parks
and monuments.�269

In light of  the facts regarding oil and gas leases on
public lands, the inescapable conclusion is that concern for
the public interest is not driving the Bush administration�s
push to approve leases and drilling rights on the relatively
small amount of  public land on which oil and gas
development has thus far been prohibited.  Rather, the
administration is concerned with pleasing its corporate
sponsors, who apparently want to stockpile federal leases
to increase their assets (and thus appear more attractive to
investors).   As Peter Morton, a resource economist for the
Wilderness Society, has explained, �the [federal oil and gas]
leases, which companies can lock up for 10 years with
annual rents of  only $2 to $3 an acre, are an economic

boon to some companies because they count as assets that
can make debt refinancing easier while also attracting
potential investors.�270  Such exploitation of  public lands is
precisely why Congress decided to retain public ownership
of  these lands and established federal agencies charged
with protecting the public�s interest in the lands.  In
addition to reaping accounting benefits, private
corporations undoubtedly are seeking leases and drilling
rights that exceed their production capacity in order to gain
access to as much public land as possible while an
administration willing to defy congressional environmental
protection mandates is in office.

III.  Underkill in the Judicial Setting

As made clear in previous chapters, the Bush
administration is quite adept at effecting underkill of
regulatory protections in the judicial system.  In the public
lands area, the administration has been particularly
successful in its use of this underkill tool to authorize
environmentally destructive activities in the National
Wilderness Preservation System or in areas that may
qualify for inclusion in that System.  This attack makes
sense given the administration�s concerted efforts to cede
control of  public lands to private industry, as �wilderness�
is the public-lands category accorded the highest level of
protection.271  In the Wilderness Act, Congress designated
some lands as wilderness and retained authority to make
further designations, specifying procedures for agency
review of  lands to determine whether wilderness status is
appropriate.272  The Bush administration has used the
relatively furtive approach of  underkill in the judicial
system in what appears to be an attempt to prevent any
such further wilderness designations by fostering the swift
creation of  facts on the ground�namely, roads and other
human encroachments�that automatically exclude federal
land from the statutory definition of  wilderness (and thus
preclude congressional consideration of  wilderness status).

The Bush administration�s underkill of  public-lands
protections in the judicial system has included the use of
three tools: (1) declining to defend the Clinton
administration�s Roadless Area Conservation Rule, an
initiative enjoying consistent, widespread public support,
and then attempting to prevent environmental groups from
stepping in to defend the rule, (2) giving up governmental
authority to manage millions of  acres of  public land as
�wilderness study areas� in a sweetheart settlement with
the state of  Utah of  a suit in which the government almost
certainly would have prevailed, and (3) urging the Supreme
Court to reverse an appellate court decision holding that
BLM�s failure to protect areas being considered for
wilderness status was subject to judicial review.  In all three
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instances, the administration�s actions leave potential
wilderness without protection from destructive resource
extraction by private industry, which, as detailed above, the
administration is facilitating with great alacrity.

In January 2001, the Clinton administration issued the
Roadless Area Conservation Rule (�Roadless Rule�),273 the
product of  over a year of  extensive study on the proper
management of  the last remaining undeveloped areas in
national forests.274  The Roadless Rule prohibits road
construction and reconstruction and timber harvesting on
58.5 million acres of  largely undisturbed land in the
National Forest System.275  The rule not only preserves
national-forest lands eligible for congressional wilderness
designation in the future, but also, as explained in the rule�s
preamble, protects some of  the last �relatively
undisturbed� lands that provide vital sources of  public
drinking water,276 habitat for many endangered and
threatened species,277 and opportunities for recreation and
research.278  During the rulemaking process, the general
public made abundantly clear that they recognized the
immense ecological and social value of  these lands,
particularly in the face of  an increasing rate of
urbanization and development.279  Ninety percent of  the
2.2 million comments submitted to the Forest Service
supported the rule�s road and timber-harvest
prohibitions.280  Given that, as the deputy chief  of  the
Forest Service at the time of  the rule�s development stated,
�[w]e produced the most popular environmental initiative
in recorded history,�281 it is not surprising that the
administration�s suspension of  the Roadless Rule on the
heels of  Bush�s inauguration met with vociferous public
opposition.282  The administration reinstituted the rule
shortly thereafter283 and pursued another, less visible
strategy to vitiate protections of  roadless areas.

Shortly after the Clinton administration issued the
Roadless Rule, various industries, state and local
governments, and tribes initiated suits challenging the rule
in district courts in a number of  western states and
Alaska.284  Notwithstanding the great likelihood that the
government would have ultimately prevailed, the Bush
administration simply stopped defending the rule and then
invoked the litigation as a justification for rewriting the
rule.  Initially, the administration declined to appeal a
preliminary injunction against the rule issued by a district
court in Idaho, but environmental groups that had
intervened in the litigation did�and were successful.285

The Ninth Circuit Court of  Appeals reversed the Idaho
court�s injunction, concluding that the district court had
erroneously failed to take into account �the public�s
interest in preserving precious, unreplenishable

resources.�286  Rather than inducing the administration
actually to defend the Roadless Rule in the other pending
cases, however, the Ninth Circuit�s vindication of  the rule
apparently led the administration to undermine the rule
more aggressively in the courts.  Approximately one year
after the Ninth Circuit�s decision, a Wyoming district court
(which is not within the Ninth Circuit�s jurisdiction)
declared the Roadless Rule illegal and issued a permanent
injunction against its implementation.287  This time, the
administration did not merely decline to appeal the adverse
ruling, but also, in an apparent attempt to prevent another
successful appeal of  an injunction against the rule, filed an
amicus brief  with the Tenth Circuit Court of  Appeals
arguing that the intervenor environmental groups lacked
authority to appeal because the government had
�determine[d] to end [the] litigation.�288  And in an action
against the Roadless Rule in an Alaska district court�
which is within the Ninth Circuit�the administration
stopped the litigation by entering into a settlement in
which the government agreed to exempt the Tongass and
Chugach National Forests from the rule.289  These two
exemptions significantly diminish the Roadless Rule�s
scope: as the country�s two largest national forests, the
Tongass and Chugach contain about 25% of  the land
subject to the rule.290

While making this concerted effort to prevent federal
courts from upholding the Roadless Rule, the Bush
administration used the litigation as a pretext to propose an
extensive rewriting of  the Clinton Roadless Rule.291  The
term �roadless��which is effectively all that remains of
the Clinton administration�s rule�is now an entirely
inappropriate (and thus a misleading) description of the
administration�s proposed rule.  Specifically, the Bush
administration�s new initiative would replace the current
rule�s protection of  designated areas of  national forests
from road-building and timber-harvesting with a system
providing no protection unless state governors successfully
petition the Forest Service to block such activities in
roadless areas within their state.292  But the Clinton
administration�s rule was based on the conclusion�after
exhaustive study and significant public comment�that a
uniform, nation-wide policy is necessary to ensure
protection of  the last undeveloped areas of  national
forests.293  As pointed out in a Washington Post editorial
shortly after the administration announced the new
proposed rule, �rather than having national forests
governed by a national standard, decisions would be
influenced by local politicians subject to local pressures and
special interests, specifically timber companies that enjoy a
fat subsidy in the form of  government-supported roads
and timber sales.�294
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In addition to its disingenuous reliance on litigation to
justify its withdrawal of  protection from roadless areas of
national forests, the administration used the underkill tool
of  suppressing the scientific and public input received in
response to the notice of  intention to rewrite the Roadless
Rule�input that confirmed the need and wide-spread
support for national protection of  roadless areas.
According to Forest Service employees who were charged
with drafting a report compiling the approximately 720,000
public comments on the administration�s advanced notice
of  proposed rule-making, the overwhelmingly majority
expressed continued support for the Clinton-era rule.295

However, the office of  Undersecretary of  Agriculture
Mark Rey �ordered them to strip the report of  any
reference to the strength of  the public�s feelings, and to the
numbers of  people writing on various sides of  the issue.�296

Shortly thereafter, the administration outsourced to private
contractors the jobs of  the staff  of  the Forest Service�s
�Content Analysis Team� that had produced the report.297

Similarly, EPA employees reported to the group Public
Employees for Environmental Responsibility that the
administration censored the warnings in an EPA staff
memorandum that �building roads through swaths of  land
previously untouched,� as contemplated by the
administration�s proposed rewriting of  the Roadless Rule,
�would deteriorate the quality of  water in streams and have
an impact on public drinking water.�298  According to the
EPA employees, a political appointee at the agency
�dismissed the staff draft as �rant� and ordered the
objections stricken from the EPA comments (on the
administration�s proposed rule).�299

The Bush administration has wielded underkill tools in
the judicial system to vitiate wilderness protections not
only on national-forest lands, but also on the much larger
category of  general public lands managed by BLM within
the Department of  Interior.  In an April 2003 settlement
of  a case brought by the state of  Utah, Secretary of  the
Interior Gale Norton renounced BLM�s authority to
inventory the lands it manages for potential wilderness
designation and to protect eligible lands as �wilderness
study areas� (�WSAs�)�i.e., �roadless areas of  at least
5,000 acres that land managers have identified as
possessing wilderness characteristics�300�until Congress
has the opportunity to determine whether wilderness
status is appropriate.301  One hundred members of
Congress protested the settlement in a letter to Norton,
stating that DOI �has effectively and inappropriately taken
away a key management tool to preserve Congress�
prerogative to designate Wilderness Areas on public
lands.�302  The closed-door, �sweetheart� nature of  the
settlement is disturbingly apparent not only given the

administration�s willingness to give up so readily significant
authority that BLM had assumed for almost three
decades,303 but also in light of  the timing of  developments
in the case and the administration�s subsequent resistance
to environmental groups� demands for documents relating
to the deal.

Interestingly, Utah originally brought the case against
DOI in 1996�five years before the settlement�and had
fared quite poorly.304  In the suit, the state sought to enjoin
BLM from �reinventorying� lands in Utah to determine
whether the agency�s previous inventory missed areas with
characteristics making them eligible for congressional
designation as wilderness.305  The district court granted the
state a preliminary injunction, but the Tenth Circuit Court
of  Appeals reversed that judgment and dismissed all the
state�s claims except for one not directly relating to the
reinventory, which the court remanded to the district
court.306  The appellate court did, however, note the
tenuous nature of  this remaining claim, which alleged that
DOI had imposed a �de facto wilderness management
standard� on certain lands that was not provided for in the
governing FLMPA management plans.307  Utah apparently
shared the Tenth Circuit�s doubts about the state�s
prospects for success on the claim, as the state chose not
to proceed, allowing the case to languish for the next five
years.  Suddenly, in March 2003, Utah decided to revive the
case,308 undoubtedly with the understanding that the Bush
administration would decline to defend its authority to
protect lands as WSAs.  It was less than two weeks after
the state revived the long-dormant case that Norton
announced the administration�s decision to settle, giving
Utah, as one of  the attorneys challenging the settlement
stated, not only �every single thing they asked for in the
lawsuit,� but also �things they hadn�t asked for and couldn�t
possibly have won because of  the prior appeals court
ruling in the case.�309  In particular, DOI agreed to
withdraw WSA protection from 2.6 million acres of  Utah
land that the agency had determined possessed wilderness
characteristics in its reinventory and, as noted above,
conceded its long-asserted authority to assess lands for
such characteristics and to protect lands with wilderness
character accordingly.310

Environmental groups immediately challenged the
settlement�which was filed late on Friday, April 11, 2003
and approved without a hearing the following Monday311�
and filed a Freedom of  Information Act (�FOIA�) request
for documents relating to the agreement.312  In response to
the FOIA request, DOI refused to disclose a number of
documents.313  The district court found the agency�s
justifications to be �vague and conclusory� and ordered
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DOI either to produce the documents or provide adequate
reasons that withholding is permissible under FOIA.314

The documents that DOI did release support the
environmental groups� contention that the settlement was
�an illegal backroom deal that allowed Norton and Mike
Leavitt, Utah�s governor at the time, to emasculate national
wilderness policy.�315  (Incidentally, Bush appointed Leavitt
to the position of  EPA Administrator four months after
the settlement.)316  For example, one week before Utah filed
the amended complaint that reinitiated the case, a DOI
attorney sent an e-mail to another agency attorney stating:
�If  we want to settle this case, we need to act now.  SUWA
(Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance) . . . said it wants to
intervene.�317  And shortly before the settlement, Utah�s
lead attorney conveyed what the state wanted in a
memorandum addressed to a DOI attorney: �We need a
clear statement. . . . No more wilderness.� 318

After vitiating wilderness protections through its
sweetheart settlement with Utah, DOI immediately began
granting oil and gas companies leases and drilling permits
on lands previously protected as WSAs,319 thereby ensuring
that these lands will never qualify as wilderness�even if
the environmental groups succeed in their challenge to the
settlement�s legality.  The administration is similarly
creating facts on the ground to preempt any future
wilderness designation even on lands that are still officially
protected as WSAs simply by refusing to enforce the
protections.  In sharp contrast to its failure to defend
wilderness protections in court, the administration has in
effect vigorously defended its refusal to preserve potential
wilderness areas by petitioning the Supreme Court to
reverse the Tenth Circuit�s holding in Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance v. Norton (�SUWA�)320 that federal courts
have authority to review BLM�s inaction with respect to
WSAs.

In SUWA, a number of  environmental organizations
argued that BLM had violated the FLMPA, NEPA, and the
agency�s own land management plans by failing to prevent
off-road vehicles from damaging certain WSAs in Utah.321

Although the district court concluded that it lacked
jurisdiction to review the legality of  BLM�s failure to
prevent off-road vehicle use on WSAs, the environmental
groups prevailed on appeal to the Tenth Circuit, which
determined that jurisdiction existed and remanded to the
district court to address the merits.322  The merits of  the

environmental groups� claims were never reached, however,
because the administration convinced the Supreme Court
to review the Tenth Circuit�s decision323 and, ultimately, to
reverse it.324  In so doing, the administration in effect
sought immunity for its failure to abide by statutory
requirements to preserve the remaining wilderness value of
the public�s lands.325  Furthermore, the Court�s acceptance
of  the administration�s position that citizens may not hold
agencies accountable for such malfeasance by inaction
diminishes the public�s ability to enforce not only
wilderness protections, but also potentially many other
statutory environmental and public health protections.326

IV.  Conclusion: Public Lands Underkill

What emerges from the Bush administration�s
systematic use of  underkill tools to dismantle regulatory
protections of  public lands is a sweeping vision of
executive power unrestrained by the other two branches of
government and by the people whose interests all three
branches were created to serve.  Notwithstanding
Congress�s refusal to pass the energy bill containing the
recommendations of  Cheney�s Energy Task Force, the
administration has implemented those recommendations
through executive orders, regulatory initiatives, sweetheart
settlements, and failures to enforce the law.  Assuming such
tremendous power is a necessary condition not, as the
administration claims, of  its ability to shield the public
against dangers such as forest fires and an energy crisis, but
rather of  its ability to hand over public resources to private
corporations freely and rapidly in spite of  the public�s
interests and desires.

Conclusion

As the foregoing chapters make clear, the principal
reason that the tools of  regulatory underkill have been so
effective is that they are subtle and often obscure, and
consequently the public remains largely unaware of  the
Bush administration�s undermining of  the laws protecting
our health and the environment.  With this paper, CPR
seeks to shift some power from the administration and
regulated industry to the public over the next four years by
exposing the administration�s use of  the tools of  regulatory
underkill.  �If  you know what�s happening you�re in a
position to figure out how to do something about it, and
that�s always uplifting.� 327
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Bryner, Carbon Markets: Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Through Emissions Trading, 17 TUL. ENV�L L.J. 267, 278
(2004).  Specifically, industrialized nations responsible for
at least 55% of  the world�s carbon-dioxide emissions must
ratify before the Protocol will enter into force. See Kyoto
Protocol, supra note 51, art. 25(1).  However, with the
European Union�s ratification in May 2002, see Press
Release, European Union, European Union Ratifies the
Kyoto Protocol (Brussels, May 31, 2002), at http://
europa.eu.int/rapid/
pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/02/
794&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&guiLanguage=en,
and Russia�s ratification in November of  this year, the 55%
threshold was attained, see Press Release, U.N. Climate
Change Secretariat, U.N. Secretary General Receives
Russia�s Kyoto Protocal Ratification (Bonn, Nov. 18, 2004),
at http://unfccc.int/press/interviews_and_statements/
items/3290.php.  The treaty entered into force on February
16, 2005.  Id.

55  See Waterman, supra note 52, at 750 (noting that �the
United States is the world�s top emitter of  greenhouse
gases, justifying the belief  of  the leaders of  the rest of  the
developed world that the U.S. government has an
obligation to take the lead in efforts to combat global
climate change�); see also Julian Borger, Bush�s Pollution
Charter, THE GUARDIAN, Aug. 23, 2003, at http://
www.guardian.co.uk/usa/story/0,12271,1028090,00.html
(pointing out that the United States is the source of one
quarter of  the world�s carbon emissions, which represents

10% more than all of  western Europe).

56  See 42 U.S.C. §§ 7411, 7475(a), 7503.

57  See NAT�L RESOURCES DEF. COUNCIL, EPA�S CHANGES TO

NEW SOURCE REVIEW, Mar. 2003, at http://www.nrdc.org/
air/pollution/pnsr.asp.

58  See Prevention of  Significant Deterioration (PSD) and
Nonattainment New Source Review (NSR): Baseline
Emissions Determination, Actual-to-Future-Actual
Methodology, Plantwide Applicability Limitations, Clean
Units, Pollution Control Projects, 67 Fed. Reg. 80,186
(Dec. 31, 2002) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. §§ 51-52);
Prevention of  Significant Deterioration (PSD) and
Nonattainment New Source Revew (NSR): Equipment
Replacement Provision of  the Routine Maintenance,
Repair and Replacement Exclusion, 68 Fed. Reg. 61,248
(Oct. 27, 2003) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. §§ 51-52).

59  See EPA, FINAL RULE TO IMPROVE THE ROUTINE

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND REPLACEMENT EXCLUSION

UNDER EPA�S NEW SOURCE REVIEW PROGRAM: FACT SHEET

2, at http://www.epa.gov/nsr/documents/
827factsheet.pdf.

60  Barcott, supra note 42 (emphasis added).

61  Id.  The Office of  Inspector General also recently found
that the 20% threshold for exemption from NSR
requirements had little basis in the public record developed
during the NSR rulemaking.  Office of  Inspector General,
New Source Review Rule Change Harms EPA�s Ability to
Enforce Against Coal-Fired Electric Utilities, Report No.
2004-P-00034 (September 2004), at 18, available at http://
www.epa.gov/oigearth/reports/2004/20040930-2004-P-
00034.pdf  [hereinafter Inspector General�s Report on NSR
Rule Change].

62  For example, the administration refused to comply with
Senator James Jefford�s repeated requests for documents
containing information that �would help [Congress] and
the public better understand how the administration
arrived at its questionable interpretations of  the Clean Air
Act.�  Associated Press, Jeffords Holds Bush EPA Nominees
(Apr. 8, 2004), available at http://www.foxnews.com/story/
0,2933,116541,00.html.

63  New York v. EPA, (D.C. Cir. Nos. 02-1387, 03-1380, and
consolidated cases); see also Press Release, Earthjustice,
Lawsuit Challenges Gutting of  Crucial Clean Air Act
Program (Oct. 27, 2003), at http://www.earthjustice.org/
news/display.html?ID=705 (announcing the suit and
summarizing the petitioners� legal arguments against the
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new NSR rules).

64  See Prevention of  Significant Deterioration (PSD) and
Nonattainment New Source Review (NSR): Equipment
Replacement Provision of  the Routine Maintenance,
Repair and Replacement Exclusion; Stay, 69 Fed. Reg.
40,274-76 (July 1, 2004) (issuing an administrative stay of
the Equipment Replacement Provision pursuant to the
D.C. Circuit�s order).

65  Barcott, supra note 42.

66  Id.

67  Inspector General�s Report on NSR Rule Change, supra
note 61, at ii, 8.

68  Darren Samuelsohn, Bush NSR Reforms Harmed NSR
Enforcement Efforts �IG Report, GREENWIRE, Oct. 1, 2004, at
http://www.eenews.net/sr_nsr.htm.

69  Because TVA is a federally-owned power company, the
enforcement mechanism was an administrative compliance
order.  See Barcott, supra note 42.

70  Darren Samuelsohn, Second Wave of  NSR Cases Await
Bush Administration Action, GREENWIRE, July 14, 2004, at
http://www.eenews.net/sr_nsr.htm [hereinafter
Samuelsohn, Second Wave].

71  See Barcott, supra note 42.

72  Id. (emphasis added).

73  Id. (emphasis added); see also id. (�On sulfur dioxide
alone, we (EPA) expected to get several million tons per
year out of  the atmosphere.�) (quoting Bruce Buckheit,
director of  EPA�s air-enforcement division at the time the
lawsuits were initiated).

74  For example, Southern Company, one of  the nation�s
largest coal-burning utilities that is the defendant in a
number of  NSR suits initiated during the Clinton
administration, recommended that the Bush administration
�review and �improve� the [NSR] program� after having
contributed $315,918 to the Bush-Cheney campaign and
the Republican National Committee and $100,000 for
Bush�s inaugural celebration.  MARIA WEIDNER,
EARTHJUSTICE, & NANCY WATZMAN, PUB. CAMPAIGN,
PAYBACKS: HOW THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION IS GIVING AWAY

OUR ENVIRONMENT TO CORPORATE CONTRIBUTORS 14  (Sept.
2002), available at http://www.earthjustice.org/policy/pdf/
payback_report_final.pdf.

75  Barcott, supra note 42.

76  See id.  Barcott points out that Tampa Electric, one of
the defendant companies in the Clinton-era NSR cases,
�agreed in February 2000 to spend more than $1 billion on
new pollution controls and pay a $3.5 million civil penalty.
The agreement took 123,000 annual tons of  pollution out
of  the sky, and the civil penalty amounted to a little less
than 2 percent of  Tampa Electric�s profits from 1999.�  Id.

77  Samuelsohn, Second Wave, supra note 70.

78  Id.

79  See Inspector General�s Report on NSR Rule Change,
supra note 61, at 8.  According to the Office of Inspector
General�s report, the assistant administrator of  EPA�s
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
�announced to his enforcement staff that they should
�stop enforcing� NSR unless the utility violated the �new�
rule.� Id. at 18.  The report further points out that, of  the
utilities under threat of suit for NSR violations during the
Clinton administration, �only five smaller utilities, emitting
a relatively small amount of  SO2 and NOx would still be in
violation of  NSR� under the new rule. Id. at 8.  It is the
larger utilities �with significant emissions� that �would be
in compliance with NSR under the 20-percent threshold.�
Id. at 8-9.  As a result, �nearly all of the projected emission
reductions of 1.75 million tons of SO2 and 629,000 tons
of  NOx would not be realized under NSR enforcement
efforts (pursuant to the new rule).� Id. at 9.

80  D.C. Cir. No. 02-1290.

81  See Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, 320 F.3d 272,
278-79 (D.C. Cir. 2003).

82  Id. (citing Revisions to Clarify the Scope of  Sufficiency
Monitoring Requirements for Federal and State Operating
Permits Programs, 67 Fed. Reg. 58,561 (proposed Sept. 17,
2002)).

83  See Revisions to Clarify the Scope of  Certain Monitoring
Requirements for Federal and State Operating Permits
Programs, 69 Fed. Reg. 3202 (Final Rule, Jan. 22, 2004) (to
be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 70 & 71) [hereinafter Revisions
to Monitoring Requirements].

84  Compare Proposed Settlement Agreement, Clean Air Act
Petitions for Review, 68 Fed. Reg. 65,700 (Nov. 21, 2003),
with Revisions to Monitoring Requirements, supra note 83.

85  Press Release, Physicians for Social Responsibility, PSR
Joins Environmental, Public Health Groups in Suit to
Block EPA�s Weakened Air Pollution Monitoring Rules
(Mar. 16, 2004), at http://www.psr.org/documents/
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psr_doc_0/program_3/EPA_Suit_PR_03_18_2004.pdf.

86  Press Release, House Comm. on Gov�t Reform, Rep.
Henry A. Waxman Endorses Lawsuit to Stop EPA from
Weakening Clean Air Act (Mar. 18, 2004), at http://
www.environmentalintegrity.org/pubs/
Statement_of_Congressman_Waxman.pdf. (emphasis
added).

87  Id.

88  Anthony DePalma, 4 Northeast States Join Against Pollution,
N.Y. TIMES, May 21, 2004, at A25.  Similarly, faced with the
administration�s failure to limit carbon-dioxide emissions,
see supra text accompanying notes, 46-47, eight states and
New York City filed suit against the five utilities that are
collectively responsible for 10% of  the country�s carbon-
dioxide emissions to force them to reduce emissions.  See
Andrew C. Revkin, 8 States Sue 5 Biggest Emitters of  Carbon
Dioxide, N.Y. TIMES, July 21, 2004.  In justification of  the
suit, Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal
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kind of  fight or that there�s no chance of  success.  To
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the federal government has abdicated its responsibility as it
also did with tobacco.� Associated Press, Larry
Neumeister¸ California Joins Suit Against Power Companies over
Global Warming (July 21, 2004), available at http://
www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/news/archive/
2004/07/21/state1811EDT0121.DTL.

89  124 S. Ct. 1756 (2004).

90  See id. at 1760.

91  See id. at 1760-61.

92  Brief  for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting
Reversal, Engine Mfrs. Ass�n v. S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt.
Dist., 124 S. Ct. 1456 (2004) (No. 02-1343), available at
http://www.usdoj.gov/osg/briefs/2003/3mer/1ami/
2002-1343.mer.ami.pdf; Oral Argument Transcript at 20-
28, Engine Mfrs. Ass�n v. S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist.,
124 S. Ct. 1456 (2004) (No. 02-1343), available at http://
www.supremecourtus.gov/oral_arguments/
argument_transcripts/02-1343.pdf.

93  124 S. Ct. at 1765.

94  See, e.g., Kelly J. Lynch, Best Friends? Supreme Court Law
Clerks on Effective Amicus Curiae Briefs, 20 J. L. & POL. 33, 49
(2004) (noting that �[a]fter amicus briefs from the solicitor
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briefs filed by other government entities�).

95  42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-9675 (2000).

96  See H.R. REP. NO. 96�1016, pt. 1, at 17 (1980), reprinted in
1980 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 6119�20.

97  See Anthony De Palma, Love Canal Declared Clean, Ending
Toxic Horror, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 18, 2004, at A1; Associated
Press, Carolyn Thompson, Original Superfund Site Declared
Clean (Mar. 18, 2004), available at http://www.nrdc.org/
news/newsDetails.asp?nID=1303/.

98  See De Palma, supra note 97; Thompson, supra note 97.

99  See DePalma, supra note 97.

100  42 U.S.C. § 9606(a).

101  See 42 U.S.C. § 9611; 26 U.S.C. § 9507 (2000).

102  See James E. McCarthy, Superfund Taxes or General
Revenues: Future Funding Options for the Superfund Program,
CONG. RES. SERV., Feb. 12, 2003, at 1-2, available at http://
www.ncseonline.org/nle/crsreports/03Apr/RL31410.pdf.

103  See id. at 3.

104  See id. at 3-4.

105  See Letter from John B. Stephenson, Director, GAO
Natural Resources and Env�t Div., to Sen. James M.
Jeffords (Feb. 18, 2004), at http://www.gao.gov/
new.items/d04475r.pdf.

106  DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE ET AL., THE BUSH

ADMINISTRATION�S FY 2005 BUDGET FOR THE ENVIRONMENT:
PUTTING OUR FUTURE AT RISK 4 (Feb. 4, 2004), at http://
www.ems.org/bush_budget/FY05_analysis.pdf  (emphasis
added); see also, e.g., Delisting Love Canal, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22,
2004 (stating that Congress�s refusal to reinstate the
Superfund taxes, �plus the Bush administration�s lack of
aggressiveness, has dramatically slowed the rate at which
sites are being cleaned up�).

107  Thompson, supra note 97.

108  U.S. General Accounting Office, SUPERFUND PROGRAM:
CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE FISCAL CHALLENGES (July
2003), at 1, available at http://www.gao.gov/cgi-bin/
getrpt?GAO-03-850 (hereinafter GAO, SUPERFUND

PROGRAM).

109  Letter from Rep. John D. Dingell, Ranking Member,
House Comm. on Energy and Com., & Rep. Frank
Pallone, Jr., Ranking Member, House Subcomm. on Env�t
and Hazardous Waste, to Nikki I. Tinsley, Inspector Gen.,
EPA, (Apr. 17, 2002), at http://www.house.gov/
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commerce_democrats/press/107ltr163.htm.

110  See Press Release, Office of  Rep. Frank Pallone, Jr.,
Pallone Introduces Legislation Ensuring Polluters Pay for
Superfund Cleanup (Feb. 5, 2003), at http://
www.house.gov/apps/list/press/nj06_pallone/
pr_feb5_superfund.html; DEMOCRATIC STAFF OF COMM. ON

ENERGY AND COM., Environment Budget Highlights: FY 2005
Budget Request (Mar. 22, 2004), at http://www.house.gov/
commerce_democrats/press/bu-envirofy05.htm
(hereinafter DEMOCRATIC STAFF, Environment Budget).

111  GAO, SUPERFUND PROGRAM, supra note 108, at 20.

112  Id. at 1; see also id. at 3 (noting that �EPA added 283 sites
to the NPL from fiscal years 1993 through 2002�)
(emphasis added).

113  See, e.g., S. 8, Superfund Cleanup Acceleration Act: Hearing
Before the Senate Comm. on Env�t and Pub. Works, 105th Cong.
(1997), at  http://epw.senate.gov/105th/epa_9-04.htm
(statement of  Carol M. Browner, EPA Adm�r) (noting that
studies performed by the Agency for Toxic Substances and
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impacts on the immune system (the body�s natural defense
system from disease and sickness), infertility, and increases
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114  See 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a).

115  See McCarthy, supra note 102, at 6.

116  See GAO, SUPERFUND PROGRAM, supra note 108, at 10,
tbl. 1.

117  Julie Wolk, The Truth about Toxic Waste Cleanups (Sierra
Club & U.S. PIRG Educ. Fund, Feb. 2004), at 9, at http://
www.uspirg.org/reports/
TruthaboutToxicWasteCleanup04.pdf.

118  DEMOCRATIC STAFF, Environment Budget, supra note 110.

119  See James B. Slaughter & Meredith L. Flax, Superfund
Update 2001: Courts of  Appeals Narrow Liability, TOXIC TORTS

& ENV�L L. (Def. Res. Inst.), Spring 2002, at 2, http://
www.bdlaw.com/media/news/news.140.pdf  (citing cases
in support of  the statement that reading CERCLA�s
contribution provision as inapplicable to cases of
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precedent�).

120  Cooper Indus., Inc. v. Aviall Servs., Inc., 124 S. Ct. 981

(2004)

121  Id.

122  42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)(1) (providing that �[a]ny person may
seek contribution from any other person who is liable or
potentially liable [under CERCLA] during or following any
civil action� brought under CERCLA to perform a cleanup
or pay for the costs of  cleanup).

123  Aviall Servs., Inc. v. Cooper Indus., Inc., 263 F.3d 134
(5th Cir. 2001), rev�d on reh�g en banc, Aviall Servs., Inc. v.
Cooper Indus., Inc., 312 F.3d 677 (5th Cir. 2002).

124  See Aviall, 312 F.3d at 681, 686.

125  Id. at 689-90.

126  Cooper Indus., Inc. v. Aviall Servs., Inc., 124 S. Ct. 981
(2004).

127   See Elliott Laws, Will Court Decision Bury Brownfields?, 22
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Official Blunts Industry Hopes for Backing in Superfund Cost Case,
INSIDE EPA WKLY. REP., Jan. 28, 2005, at 12-13 (noting that
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amicus�); Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae
Supporting Petitioner at 25-26, Cooper Indus., Inc. v. Aviall
Servs., Inc., 125 S. Ct. 577 (2005) (acknowledging that �it is
possible that errant language in some government briefs
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provides the right to contribution in the absence of
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Cooper Indus., Inc. v. Aviall Servs., Inc., 125 S. Ct. 577
(2005), 2004 WL 768554 (�The Environmental Protection
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128 See Cooper Indus., Inc. v. Aviall Servs., Inc., 125 S. Ct.
577, 585-86 (2005).

129  Aviall, 263 F.3d at 155 (Weiner, J., dissenting) (emphasis
added).

130  Id. at 156 (Weiner, J., dissenting); see also Laws, supra
note 127, at 10 (predicting that �the refusal by the Judicial
Branch to recognize the benefit of  Aviall�s approach may
set the Superfund program back to the days when
recalcitrant parties were common�); see generally William W.
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Buzbee, Remembering Repose:Voluntary Contamination Cleanup
Approvals, Incentives, and the Costs of  Interminable Liability, 80
MINN. L. REV. 35, 36-54 (discussing incentives for
voluntary cleanups).

131  See supra text accompanying notes 102-06, 114-18.

132  GAO, SUPERFUND PROGRAM, supra note 108, at 18.

133  DOJ Official Blunts Industry Hopes for Backing in Superfund
Cost Case, supra note 127, at 12-13.

134  See id.
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Management, 13 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 3 (1994), in which
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from contaminated well water at adjacent farms.

Id. at 13; see also id. at 11-15 (discussing the �severe
hazardous waste contamination on federal lands . . . at sites
owned or previously owned by the Departments of
Defense (DOD) or Energy (DOE)�).

136  33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (2000).

137  See, e.g., ROBERT V. PERCIVAL ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL

REGULATION: LAW, SCIENCE, AND POLICY 874-75 (2d ed.
1996) (�The Clean Water Act has kept levels of  many water
pollutants substantially below what they would otherwise
be.  Yet severe water pollution problems remain,
particularly as a result of  non-point pollution, combined
with sewer overflows, and discharges from sewage
treatment plants.�); Scott Jerger, EPA�s New CAFO Land
Application Requirements: An Exercise in Unsupervised Self-
Monitoring, 23 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 91, 92 (2004) (noting that
�the United States has had significant success in decreasing

water pollution,� but that �nearly forty percent of  rivers
and streams in America are still impaired from a wide range
of  pollution sources�); Clifford Rechtschaffen, Enforcing the
Clean Water Act in the Twenty-First Century: Harnessing the
Power of  a Public Spotlight, 55 U. ALA. L. REV. 775, 776 (2004)
(�Controlling point source discharges has led to impressive
improvements in water quality over the past thirty years,
although considerable problems and challenges remain.
Prominent among these is the spotty record of
government enforcement of  the CWA�s permitting
requirements.�).

138  Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972, Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816 (codified as
amended at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (2000)).

139  33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).

140  See id. §§ 1311(a), 1342(a)(1), 1344(a).

141 Id. § 1314(a)(4).

142  See PERCIVAL, supra note 137, at 877.

143  33 U.S.C. § 1311(b).

144  See id. § 1344.

145  Rechtschaffen, supra note 137, at 776-77 (quoting
William L. Andreen, Beyond Words of  Exhortation: The
Congressional Prescription for Vigorous Federal Enforcement of  the
Clean Water Act, 55 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 202, 203 (1987)).
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Id. at 777 (alterations in original) (citations omitted).
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development, revision, and enforcement of  any regulation,
standard, effluent limitation, plan, or program established
by the Administrator or any State under this chapter shall
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Administrator and the States.� 33 U.S.C. § 1251(e)
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actions under the Act �preclude citizen enforcement only
in carefully circumscribed circumstances,� namely, �where
EPA or the State has issued a final order and the violator
has paid a penalty assessed under the Clean Water Act or
�such comparable state law.� � Rechtschaffen, supra note
137, at 779 & n.28 (quoting 33 U.S.C. § 1319(g)(6)(A)(iii)).
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�tributaries� to �traditional navigable� waters and adjacent
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added).
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States v. Deaton, 332 F.3d 698, 711 (4th Cir. 2003); United
States v. Krilich, 303 F.3d 784, 791 (7th Cir. 2002);
Headwaters, Inc. v. Talent Irrigation Dist., 243 F.3d 526,
533 (9th Cir. 2001).  Only the Fifth Circuit has espoused a
broad reading of  the decision. See In re Needham, 354 F.3d
340, 345-46 (5th Cir. 2003); Rice v. Harken Exploration
Co., 250 F.3d 264, 269 (5th Cir. 2001).

 167  For example, the oil industry�one of  the principal
contributors to water pollution in this country as well as to
both of  Bush�s presidential campaigns�recently brought
suit against EPA challenging a regulation on the ground
that it uses the long-standing definition of  CWA �waters�
rather than the �traditional navigable� definition.  See
Memorandum in Support of  Motion to Intervene by
Natural Resources Defense Council and Sierra Club at 5,
American Petroleum Inst. v. Leavitt (D.D.C. 2002) (No. 02-
2247) and consolidated cases, available at http://
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www.earthjustice.org/news/documents/7-03/
InterventionMotion.pdf.   In the two consolidated cases�
American Petroleum Institute v. Leavitt and Marathon Oil Co. v.
Leavitt�the oil-industry plaintiffs urge the court to adopt a
definition of  CWA �waters� that bears remarkable
similarity to the one that the administration instructs
agency officials to apply in the guidance memorandum.
Specifically, the American Petroleum Institute and
Marathon Oil contend that CWA jurisdiction �extends only
to waters that are, have been or could reasonably be made,
navigable in fact (�traditional navigable waters�) and
wetlands adjacent to traditional navigable waters.� Id. After
negotiations, EPA and the oil-industry plaintiffs settled all
claims except the one challenging the definition of  CWA
�waters.� See Notice Concerning Certain Issues Pertaining
to the July 2002 Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasures (SPCC) Rule, 60 Fed. Reg. 29,728, 29,728
(May 25, 2004) (�Settlement discussions between EPA and
the plaintiffs have led to an agreement on all issues except
one.�); EPA OIL STAFF, SPCC Settlement Issues Presentation, at
25 (Mar. 31, 2004), available at http://www.epa.gov/oilspill/
pdfs/SPCCFinalSettlementPres.pdf   (�The issue of
navigable waters was not resolved in the settlement and it
currently appears that it will be litigated by the parties.�).
However, given the administration�s history of  underkill by
various litigation strategies, coupled with the fact that the
guidance memorandum is still the applicable �law� as far as
EPA and Corps field staff  are concerned, it is highly
doubtful that the administration will vigorously defend the
long-standing definition of  CWA �waters� in the oil
industry�s lawsuit. (For this reason, Earthjustice, the
Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Sierra Club
intervened in the litigation. See Press Release, Earthjustice,
Industry Groups Argue for Weakened Clean Water Protections,
June 9, 2004, at http://www.earthjustice.org/news/
display.html?ID=853.)

168  See Eric Pianin, EPA Scraps Changes to Clean Water Act,
WASH. POST, Dec. 17, 2003, at A20 (wetlands); NANCY

STONER, NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL & CLEAN

WATER NETWORK, CLEAN WATER AT RISK: A 30TH

ANNIVERSARY ASSESSMENT OF THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION�S
ROLLBACK OF CLEAN WATER PROTECTION 20 (2002) (rivers).

169  STONER, supra note 168, at 20; see also Press Release,
Earthjustice et al., Bush Administration Anti-Clean Water
Policies Threaten the Health of  Waters Americans
Treasure (Mar. 23, 2004), at http://www.ems.org/nws/
2004/03/23/bush_administrat [hereinafter Earthjustice
Press Release]  (pointing out that the administration�s
narrow definition of  CWA �waters� �excludes the vast and
diverse category of  other waters�such as lakes, bogs,

freshwater marshes, forested wetlands and even seasonal
streams�that perform essential chemical, physical and
biological functions within stream and river networks�).

170  EARTHJUSTICE ET AL., RECKLESS ABANDON: HOW THE

BUSH ADMINISTRATION IS EXPOSING AMERICA�S WATERS TO

HARM 5 (2004) [hereinafter RECKLESS ABANDON].  �[A]n
overwhelming majority� of  the states that submitted
comments on the ANPRM �objected to the idea of
limiting the scope of  the Clean Water Act,� �rais[ing]
concerns about clean drinking water, the inadequacy of
local protections to keep waters free of  pollution, having
adequate state funds to keep waters clean, and the
ecological reality that pollution in one body of  water will
likely result in the pollution of  entire aquatic systems.�
EARTHJUSTICE, CLEAN WATER FOR ALL: STATES WANT

CONTINUED FEDERAL SAFEGUARDS FOR CLEAN WATER 1
(2003), at http://www.cwn.org/docs/issues/scope/
earthjusticestates.pdf.  Specifically, 39 of  the 42 states that
commented urged against the adoption of  a rule redefining
CWA �waters.� Id.

171  Pianin, supra note 168.

172  In a letter accompanying a General Accounting Office
report submitted to Congress after the ANPRM
withdrawal, the Assistant Secretary of  the Army stated:
�Following the SWANCC decision, it may generally be said
that a water (and associated aquatic resources) will be
subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction if  the water is either
a territorial sea, a traditional navigable water, a tributary to
a traditional navigable water, or an adjacent wetland.�
Earthjustice Press Release, supra note 169; see also RECKLESS

ABANDON, supra note 170, at 5 (noting that the guidance
memorandum �was not withdrawn and EPA and the Corps
have indicated that they have no plans to do so, effectively
leaving many waters unprotected even though the law has
not been changed�).

173  Earthjustice Press Release, supra note 169.

174  See RECKLESS ABANDON, supra note 170, at 6.  The
groups that submitted the FOIA requests are Earthjustice,
the Natural Resources Defense Council, the National
Wildlife Federation, and the Sierra Club. Id.

175  Id.

176  Id.

177  See supra notes 145-47 and accompanying text.

178  Knight-Ridder, Seth Borenstein, Far Fewer Polluters
Punished Under Bush Administration, Records Show, Dec. 9,
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2003, available at http://www.commondreams.org/
headlines03/1209-02.htm.

179  Id. (alteration in original).

180  James R. May, Now More than Ever: Trends in
Environmental Citizen Suits at 30, 10 WIDENER L. REV. 1, 40
(2003).

181  Press Release, U.S. Pub. Interest Research Group,
Polluters Continue to Violate Clean Water Act: 60 Percent
Exceeded Pollution Permits in Recent 18-Month Period (Mar. 30,
2004), at http://www.ems.org/nws/pf.php?p=383.

182  Id.

183 See supra Chapter 2, text accompanying notes 69-72.

184 Joby Warrick, Appalachia Is Paying Price for White House
Rule Change, WASH. POST, Aug. 17, 2004, at A1.  EPA�s
deputy administrator at the time, W. Michael McCabe,
explained to the Washington Post reporter that the agency
�had not anticipated the exponential growth of
mountaintop mines.� Id.

185  Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, Inc. v.
Rivenburgh, 204 F. Supp. 2d 927, 930 (S.D. W. Va. 2002),
rev�d, 317 F.3d 425 (4th Cir. 2003).

186  Id. at 938 (quoting 33 C.F.R. § 323(e) (2001)) (emphasis
omitted).

187  Robert McClure, New Rule Would OK Dumping by Mines;
Environmentalists Say Nation�s Water at Risk; EPA Says Little
Will Change, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, May 14, 2002, at
B1, available in 2002 WL 5933713 (alteration in original).

188  Id. (emphasis added).

189  Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, 204 F. Supp. 2d at 930
n.3, 944.

190 See Ken Ward, Valley Fill Rewrite Due by April,
CHARLESTON GAZETTE, Feb. 26, 2002, at http://
www.wvgazette.com/section/Series/
Mining+the+Mountains/2002022634 (referencing the
government�s brief  arguing that the new rule rendered the
case moot and noting that �rather than risk a ruling that
would block coal operators from burying miles of
Appalachian streams, the federal government is moving to
change the rules�).  The Bush administration is also
fighting citizen efforts to ensure effective implementation
of  the CWA in another context; namely, by vigorously
contesting suits by private citizens and public interest
groups to force EPA to abide by its own regulatory

responsibilities, such as its obligation to issue regulations
by statutory deadlines.  In his statistical analysis of  suits
brought by citizens against EPA for its failure enforce the
CWA and other environmental statutes over the 1995-2002
period, Professor James May concluded that the dramatic
drop in such suits since 1999 was in part because �the
Bush Administration is more prone both to defend itself
vigorously against citizen suits and to contest attorney fees
. . . making (agency) action-forcing litigation less
attractive.� May, supra note 180, at 30-31.

191  Warrick, supra note 184.

192  Id.

193  Id.

194  Id.

195  See infra Chapter 5, note 252.

196 33 C.F.R. § 323(e) (2001) (emphasis added).

197 Final Revisions to the Clean Water Act Regulatory
Definitions of  �Fill Material� and �Discharge of  Fill
Material,� 67 Fed. Reg. 31,129, 31,143 (May 9, 2004)
(emphasis added).

198  204 F. Supp. 2d at 945.

199  Id.

200 Nathaniel Browand, Note, Shifting the Boundaries Between
the Sections 402 and 404 Permitting Programs by Expanding the
Definition of  Fill Material, 31 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 617,
618 (2004).

201  67 Fed. Reg. at 31,143.

202  Id. at 31,134 (emphasis added).

203  204 F. Supp. 2d at 946.

204 See Robert L. Glicksman, Fear and Loathing on the Federal
Lands, 45 U. KAN. L. REV. 647, 650 (1997).

205 See ROBERT V. PERCIVAL ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL

REGULATION: LAW, SCIENCE, AND POLICY 921 (4th ed.  2003).

206 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-1136 (2000).

207 PERCIVAL, supra note 205, at 921.

208See Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 43 U.S.C.
§ 1712(a), (c) (2000); National Forest Management Act, 16
U.S.C. § 1604(a), (b), (d) (2000).

209 PERCIVAL, supra note 205 at 922 (quoting 16 U.S.C.
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§ 668dd(a)(3)-(4)).

210 Id. at 922.

211 16 U.S.C. § 1a-1 (2000).

212 Id. § 1.

213 16 U.S.C. § 1131(a).

214 Id. § 1131(c).

215 Id. § 1133(c).

216 National Environmental Policy Act of  1969, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 4321-4370 (2000).

217 Id. § 4332(C).

218 Healthy Forests Restoration Act of  2003, Pub. L. No.
108-148, 117 Stat. 1887 (2003) (codified in scattered
sections of  16 U.S.C. (Supp. 2003)).

219 Energy Policy Act of  2003, H.R. 6, 108th Cong. (2003), S.
2095, 108th Cong. (2004).  The energy bill was initiated in
the House of  Representatives, but the Senate produced its
own version because of  bipartisan opposition to the many
provisions undermining environmental and public health
protections. NAT�L RES. DEF. COUNCIL, ENVIRONMENTAL

COMMUNITY URGES SENATE TO OPPOSE THE �NEW� ENERGY

BILL, S. 2095, at http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/
fs2095.asp [hereinafter NRDC, ANALYSIS OF SENATE

ENERGY BILL].  Although it eliminates some of  the most
controversial provisions (such as one authorizing drilling in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge), the Senate�s bill is
otherwise �largely identical� to the House version. Id.

220 See Healthy Forests Restoration Act § 104(d)(1)-(2)
(limiting the analysis required under NEPA for hazardous
fuel reduction projects to �the proposed agency action and
1 action alternative,� and, in cases where such projects are
within one and a half  miles of  an �at-risk community,�
dispensing entirely with NEPA�s requirement that agencies
consider alternatives to the proposed action).

221  See id. § 105(a)(1)-(2) (establishing in place of the
normal administrative appeal procedures a limited
�predecisional review process . . . that will serve as the sole
means by which a person can seek administrative review
regarding an authorized hazardous fuel reduction project
on Forest Service land�).

222 See id. § 106(b)-(c) (�encourag[ing]� courts �to expedite,
to the maximum extent practicable� their review of
challenges to hazardous fuel reduction projects and limiting
preliminary injunctions against such projects and stays of

such projects pending appeal to 60 days unless renewed by
the court).

223 President George W. Bush, Remarks at Signing of  H.R.
1904, the Healthy Forests Restoration Act of  2003 (Dec. 3,
2003) (transcript available at http://www.usda.gov/news/
releases/2003/12/hfiremarks.htm).

224 Id.

225 See AM. LANDS ALLIANCE, BEHIND THE SMOKESCREEN: THE

HEALTHY FORESTS RESTORATION ACT, at http://
www.aeconline.ws/synopsis_of_the_healthy_forests_.htm.

226 ROBERT PERKS, NATURAL RES. DEF. COUNCIL, REWRITING

THE RULES: THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION�S ASSAULT ON THE

ENVIRONMENT (3d ed. Apr. 2004) 54, available at http://
www.nrdc.org/legislation/rollbacks/rr2004.pdf.

227 See U.S. General Accounting Office, INFORMATION ON

FOREST SERVICE DECISIONS INVOLVING FUELS REDUCTION

ACTIVITIES (May 14 2003), available at http://www.gao.gov/
new.items/d03689r.pdf.  Specifically, the GAO reported
that of  the 762 Forest Service decisions approving
hazardous fuel reduction projects in 2001 and 2002,
citizens could administratively challenge only 305 under
NEPA, and, of  those 305, only 180 were challenged (or
24% of all hazardous fuel reduction decisions). Id. at 16.
Most of  the challenged decisions�133, or 74%�were not
changed before implementation.  (Of  the remaining 47
decisions, 16 were implemented with modifications, 19
were reversed, and 12 were withdrawn). Id. at 26.   All 762
were subject to judicial challenge, and only 23, or 3%, were
litigated in court. Id. at 18.  Thus, as the NRDC has
pointed out, �[c]ritics of  the Bush administration�s effort
to loosen logging restrictions in the name of  fire
prevention were vindicated by [this GAO] report.� PERKS,
supra note 226, at 54.

228 See National Environmental Policy Act Documentation
Needed for Fire Management Activities; Categorical
Exclusions, 68 Fed. Reg. 33,814, 33,824 (June 5, 2003).

229See Predecisional Administrative Review Process for
Hazardous Fuel Reduction Projects Authorized Under the
Healthy Forests Restoration Act of  2003, 69 Fed. Reg.
1529 (Jan. 9, 2004).

230 Bush Team Pushes Huge Timber Sale Under Guise of  Fire
Protection, GREENWATCH, (Env�l Media Svcs, Wash., D.C.),
July 7, 2004, at http://www.bushgreenwatch.org/
mt_archives/000150.php.

231 Wilderness Society, Comments on the Forest Service�s
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Biscuit Fire
Recovery Project, Jan. 20, 2004, at 1, available at http://
www.wilderness.org/Library/Documents/upload/
Comments-on-Biscuit-Salvage-DEIS-TWS.pdf.

232 See Blaine Harden, Salvage Logging a Key Issue in Oregon,
WASH. POST, Oct. 15, 2004, at A4, which notes that, in a
recent article in the journal Science, �seven of  the world�s
leading forest ecologists say that salvage logging is the
wrong prescription for fire-damaged forests such as the
Siskiyou.� Id.  In particular, the scientists wrote that
�research findings from around the world show that
�salvage logging can impair ecosystem recovery� � and
�undermines� the increase in biological diversity that
would otherwise occur after a fire. Id.  Indeed, by the time
the Forest Service first announced the logging plans for
the Siskiyou National Forest one year after the Biscuit fire
was extinguished, the forest was already showing signs of
recovery. See id.

233 Press Release, Sierra Club, Bush Administration
Finalizes Plans for Destructive Logging in Oregon, (June 1,
2004), at http://www.sierraclub.org/utilities/
printpage.asp?REF=/pressroom/releases/pr2004-06-
01.asp [hereinafter Sierra Club Press Release on Siskiyou
Logging Plan].

234 Matthew Preusch, Amid a Forest�s Ashes, a Debate Over
Logging Profits Is Burning On, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 15, 2004, at
A16.

235 See Sierra Club Press Release on Siskiyou Logging Plan,
supra note  233.

236 Harden, supra note 232.

237 See Press Release, Sierra Club, Second Anniversary of
Bush Administration�s Keeping Public in the Dark: Update
on Sierra Club�s Suit Against Secret Cheney Energy Task
Force, (May 15, 2003), at http://www.commondreams.org/
news2003/0515-13.htm.  Attempts by public interest
groups to penetrate the secrecy of  Cheney�s Energy Task
Force are discussed supra Chapter 2, note 43 and
accompanying text.

238 NRDC, ANALYSIS OF SENATE ENERGY BILL, supra note
219 (citing Energy Policy Act of  2003, S. 2095, supra note
219, § 348).

239 Id. (citing Energy Policy Act of  2003, S. 2095, supra note
219, tit. V).

240 Id. (citing Energy Policy Act of  2003, S. 2095, supra note
219, § 347).

241 Id. (citing Energy Policy Act of  2003, S. 2095, supra note
219, § 354).

242 Id. (citing Energy Policy Act of  2003, S. 2095, supra note
219, § 341).

243 See, e.g., Daniel Glick, Where the Caribou Don�t Roam
(Anymore), SALON, Nov. 1, 2004, at http://www.salon.com/
tech/feature/2004/11/01/alaska/print.html (�A month
after 9/11, President Bush told reporters that �a critical
part of  homeland security is energy independence� and
urged Congress to pass his energy bill that included more
Alaska drilling.�).

244 For example, the administration has continually
maintained that drilling in the Artic National Wildlife
Refuge is crucial to ensuring energy security, but the oil
underlying the refuge would sustain this country at its
current rate of  consumption for less than six months. See
SIERRA CLUB, WILDLANDS: ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE

REFUGE, at http://www.sierraclub.org/wildlands/arctic/
oilfactsheet.asp.

245 See, e.g., Cox News Svc., Jeff  Nesmith, Supporters See New
Hope for Energy Bill (Jan. 14, 2005), available at http://
www.palmbeachpost.com/news/content/shared/news/
politics/stories/01/16energy.html (noting that �[w]ith
stronger Republican majorities in both houses of
Congress, advocates of  a sweeping new national energy
policy think they finally have a good chance of  getting it
passed� and, more specifically, that �last year�s elections
produced a likely three-vote swing in favor of  energy
legislation, and Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., says he is
looking forward to a �dynamic year� for his Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee�).

246 NAT�L ENERGY POLICY DEV. GROUP, NATIONAL ENERGY

POLICY REPORT (MAY 2001) ch. 3, 13, available at http://
www.whitehouse.gov/energy/National-Energy-Policy.pdf.

247 Id.

248 Exec. Order 13,212, 66 Fed. Reg. 23,537 (May 22, 2001).

249 Id.

250 Memorandum from Darrell Henry, American Gas
Association, to Joe Kelliher, Senior Policy Adviser for the
U.S. Dep�t of  Energy (Mar. 22, 2001), at DOE002-0037,
available at http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/taskforce/
pdf/002.pdf  [hereinafter AGA Memorandum to DOE].
The AGA memorandum is among the 13,500 pages of
�heavily censored� documents relating to the work of
Cheney�s Energy Task Force that the NRDC succeeded in
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forcing the government to release under court order.
NATURAL RESOURCES DEF. COUNCIL, THE CHENEY ENERGY

TASK FORCE: A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROCEEDINGS

LEADING TO THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION�S FORMULATION OF

ITS MAY 2001 ENERGY POLICY, at http://www.nrdc.org/air/
energy/taskforce/tfinx.asp.  In its analysis of  the
documents (available in a searchable database on the
NRDC�s website), the NRDC notes that �they reveal that
Bush administration officials sought extensive advice from
utility companies and the oil, gas, coal and nuclear energy
industries, and incorporated their recommendations, often
word for word, into the energy plan.� Id.

251 AGA Memorandum to DOE, supra note 250, at
DOE002-0042.  In a report broadcast on PBS�s NOW,
David Brancaccio highlighted the similarity that the
language of  some of  Bush�s executive orders bears to that
in documents urging policy changes submitted to the
government by the energy industry. See NOW: Wilderness at
Risk (PBS television broadcast, Oct. 1, 2004) (summarized
and updated at http://www.pbs.org/now/science/
rockymtnfront.html).  In addition to comparing Executive
Order 13212 and the AGA Memorandum, Brancaccio
points out that Executive Order 13211 includes language
echoing that of  a proposed draft executive order that the
American Petroleum Institute submitted to the Energy
Department. See id.  Executive Order 13211 requires
agencies to prepare a �Statement of  Energy Effects� for
any rulemaking deemed likely to have significant
implications for �the supply, distribution, or use of
energy.� 66 Fed. Reg. 28,355-56 (May 18, 2001).

252  Bush appointed Gale Norton, a former energy-industry
attorney, as head of  DOI.  See MARIA WEIDNER,
EARTHJUSTICE, & NANCY WATZMAN, PUBLIC CAMPAIGN,
PAYBACKS: HOW THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION IS GIVING AWAY

OUR ENVIRONMENT TO CORPORATE CONTRIBUTORS (Sept.
2002) 19, available at http://www.earthjustice.org/policy/
pdf/payback_report_final.pdf.  Specifically, Norton �was a
lead attorney for the Mountain States Legal Foundation, an
anti-environmental nonprofit law firm that often
represents drilling interests� and that is funded by a
number of  the country�s largest oil and gas companies.  Id.
The next highest official at DOI until the end of  2004�
Deputy Secretary J. Steven Griles�worked as a lobbyist
for many of  the energy companies that Norton
represented before joining the administration. See id.  While
at DOI, Griles continued to receive $284,000 per year for
two years from his former lobbying firm �in recognition of
the client base� he created during his tenure at the firm. Id.
Notwithstanding his assurance upon accepting the DOI
position that he would �remove himself  from deliberations

that affected his former clients,� he �urged the EPA not to
press concerns over a plan to open 8 million acres in
Wyoming and Montana to gas drilling by companies [that]
included six of  his former clients.� Anne C. Mulkern, When
Advocates Become Regulators: President Bush Has Installed More
Than 100 Top Officials Who Were Once Lobbyists, Attorneys, or
Spokespeople for the Industries They Oversee, DENVER POST, May
23, 2004.  In addition to receiving this compensation while
at DOI, �[a]n 18-month investigation by the department�s
inspector general found that [Griles] had dealings with
energy and mining clients of  [his former firm].� Juliet
Eilperin, Interior Department�s No. 2 Resigns After Controversial
Tenure, WASH. POST, Dec. 8, 2004, at A10.  Although
stopping short of  concluding that Griles had violated any
laws, the inspector general�s report deemed his DOI tenure
an �ethical quagmire� and further stated that his �lax
understanding of  his ethics agreement and attendant
recusals, combined with the lax dispensation of  ethics
advice given to him, resulted in lax constraint over matters
in which [he] involved himself.� Mulkern, supra.  Shortly
after Bush was reelected, Griles resigned and returned to a
firm that lobbies the very businesses he had been
responsible for regulating. See Dan Berman, Deputy Secretary
Griles Returns to Lobbying, GREENWIRE, Feb. 1, 2005.

253 See PERKS, supra note 226, at 20 (citing an �independent
review of thousands of applications since 1998�).

254 Alan C. Miller et al., White House Puts the West on Fast
Track for Oil, Gas Drilling, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 25, 2004
(alteration in original).

255  Id.  See also Joby Warrick & Juliet Eilperin, Oil and Gas
Hold the Reins in the Wild West: Land-Use Decisions Largely
Favor Energy Industry, WASH. POST, Sept. 25, 2004, at A1,
which quotes from DOI internal documents:

The current administration has assigned a high
priority to oil and gas exploration . . . including
increased access to oil and gas resources on public
lands and expedited processing of federal drilling
permits,� a senior BLM official said in a memo to
staff  members written in January 2002.

In other documents in 2002 and 2003, BLM and
Interior officials offer awards and incentives to field
office employees who work �diligently� and
�creatively� to speed approval of  new drilling
permits.  In January of  this year, Interior Secretary
Gale A. Norton challenged Wyoming BLM workers
to triple the number of  drilling permits approved
annually, from 1,000 to 3,000 a year.  Pressure to
crank out more permits faster was blamed for an
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unusually high number of  resignations in some BLM
offices, according to agency officials who spoke on
the condition of  anonymity for fear of  repercussions.

Id.

256 Like many of  Bush appointees to key policy-making
positions, Connaughton has significant experience as
industry�s advocate in fighting the regulatory protections
that he is now charged with enforcing.  As a partner
practicing in the environmental section at a corporate law
firm, Connaughton represented and lobbied on behalf  of
major regulated entities, including General Electric,
ASARCO (a mining company), Atlantic Richfield (a
multinational oil company), and the Chemical
Manufacturers Association. See EARTHJUSTICE, WHITE

HOUSE WATCH ADMINISTRATION PROFILES, Council on
Environmental Quality: James Connaughton�Chair, at http://
www.earthjustice.org/policy/profiles/
display.html?Department=Council%20On%20Environmental%20Quality.
In particular, he has spent a considerable amount of  time
resisting Superfund protections on behalf of General
Electric and other companies in the courts and on Capitol
Hill.  See id.  In fact, by 1993, he had developed sufficient
expertise in battling enforcement of  environmental laws to
co-author a book entitled Defending Charges of  Environmental
Crime�The Growth Industry of  the 90s. See id.

257 Miller, supra note 254.

258  See id.

259 See Julie Cart, White House Intercedes for Gas Project in
National Forest, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 9, 2004; Miller, supra note
254  Citing these same concerns, the Forest Service had
already rejected three previous applications by El Paso to
drill in Valle Vidal. Reuters, Zelie Pollon, Politics and Gas
Fuel Battle Over New Mexico Forest (Oct. 29, 2004), available at
http://www.enn.com/today.html?id=275.

260 Pollon, supra note 259; see also Cart, supra note 259
(�Copies of  correspondence made available to The Times
show that after El Paso representatives met with Middleton
(the task force director), he instructed the Forest Service to
revisit the project.�).

261  Miller, supra note 254

262  Id.

263 Id.

264 See supra note 243 and accompanying text.

265 See Cart, supra note 259.  Furthermore, according to the

spokesperson for a local citizens� group opposing drilling
in Valle Vidal, �[i]f  they drilled the entire (Valle Vidal) area,
it would only produce one to 30 hours�a half-day of
gas�for the nation.� Pollon, supra note 259.

266 Lands in Need of  Care, N.Y. TIMES, June 1, 2004.

267 Associated Press, Most Oil Leases on Public Lands Go
Unused (June 1, 2004), available at http://msnbc.msn.com/
id/5111184.

268 Id.  Indeed, the speed with which the Bush
administration has issued drilling permit exceeds the
capacity of  energy companies to drill wells.  A recent
analysis of  BLM data by the Wilderness Society revealed
that �between 2003 and 2004, the number of  surplus
drilling permits increased from 857 to 3,335�for a total of
nearly 4,200 surplus drilling permits in just 2 years.� Press
Release, Wilderness Society, BLM Issued Record Number
of  Drilling Permits in 2004, (Dec. 16, 2004), at http://
www.wilderness.org/NewsRoom/Release/20041214.cfm.

269 Public Lands Under Attack, DENVER POST, Apr. 11, 2004,
at E6.

270 Most Oil Leases on Public Lands Go Unused, supra note 267.
According to Morton, �[t]he aggressive leasing of  public
land pushed by the Bush administration is a land grab, pure
and simple, giving industry more and more control over
public land while costing taxpayers millions of  dollars.� Id.

271  See Robert L. Glicksman & George Cameron Coggins,
Wilderness in Context, 76 DENV. U. L. REV. 383, 400 (1999)
(noting that �[o]fficial wilderness is open to fewer uses
than any other federal lands category�).  As noted in the
overview of  public lands law, supra text accompanying note
214, the Wilderness Act of  1964 defines �wilderness� as
�an area where the earth and its community of  life are
untrammeled by man.�  More specifically, the Act
continues, wilderness is �an area of  undeveloped Federal
land . . . without permanent improvements or human
habitation.� 16 U.S.C. § 1131(c).  Once land is designated
as wilderness, it must be managed to remain as such, which
means resource extraction and the concomitant
infrastructure and equipment (wells, roads, vehicles, etc.)
are prohibited.  See id. § 1133(c) (providing that, on lands
designated as wilderness, �there shall be no commercial
enterprise and no permanent road . . . and, except as
necessary to meet minimum requirements for the
administration of  the area . . ., there shall be no temporary
road, no use of  motor vehicles, motorized equipment or
motorboats, no landing of  aircraft, no other form of
mechanical transport, and no structure or installation
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within any such area�).
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findings to the president, who in turn makes
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Congress. See id. § 1132(b)-(c).
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under the Endangered Species Act, approximately 25% of
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279 See id.

280  Griscom, supra note 274.
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283 See id.

284 See Michael C. Blumm, The Bush Administration�s Sweetheart
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(Envtl. L. Inst.) 10,397, 10,399  (2004).  For detailed
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2557 (Nov. 21, 2003) [hereinafter Ferullo, Administration
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review of  the Rule and administrative record, the USDA
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Veneman, 2001 WL 1141275, *1 n.3 (D. Id. 2001).  The
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appeal.� Id.

289 See Special Areas; Roadless Area Conservation;
Applicability to the Tongass National Forest, Alaska, 68
Fed. Reg. 41,865, 41,865-66 (July 15, 2003) (to be codified
at 36 C.F.R. pt. 294).  In a press release issued by the Forest
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Tongass National Forest from the Roadless Rule, the
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Wyoming court�s injunction (but not to the government�s
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290 Blumm, supra note 284, at 10,401.  The Tongass �is the
last great expanse of  coastal temperate rainforest in the
United States, and is among the world�s largest tracts of
old-growth temperate rain forest.� NAT�L FOREST
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Roadless Area Management, 69 Fed. Reg. 42,636, 42,640-
41, §§ 294.12-.15 (July 16, 2004) (to be codified at 36 C.F.R.
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�roadless� rule. Id. at 42,640-41, § 294.12.  The area will
receive protection only if  the agency accepts the petition
under unspecified standards, in which case the Forest
Service will initiate a �state-specific� rulemaking. See id. at
42,641, § 294.15.

293 As explained in the preamble to the rule:

Local land management planning efforts may not
always recognize the national significance of
inventoried roadless areas and the values they
represent in an increasingly developed landscape.  If
management decisions for these areas were made
on a case-by-case basis at a forest or regional level,
inventoried roadless areas and their ecological
characteristics and social values could be
incrementally reduced through road construction and
certain forms of  timber harvest.  Added together,
the nation-wide results of these reductions could be
a substantial loss of quality and quantity of roadless
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66 Fed. Reg. at 3245.

294 Roadless Rules Write-Off, WASH. POST, July 16, 2004, at
A20; see also Griscom, supra note 274 (�But few governors
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�Simply put, governors have a big financial interest in
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corporate taxes.� �) (quoting Phil Clapp, president of
National Environmental Trust).  For an extensive
discussion of  the legal and policy deficiencies of  the Bush
administration�s approach to roadless area management,
see Glicksman, Traveling in Opposite Directions, supra note
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Apr. 26, 2004, available at http://www.headwatersnews.org/
HCN.outsourced.html.
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of  Bush�s reelection campaign: the new �roadless� rule was
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Election, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 27, 2004.

297 See Hanscom, supra note 295.
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300 Blumm, supra note 284 at 10,404.  As Blumm explains,
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recommendations to the president by 1991,� who then
must make recommendations to Congress within two
years. Id. at 10,404 n.84 (citing 43 U.S.C. § 1782(a)).
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Implementation of  the Settlement of  Utah v. Norton
Regarding Wilderness Study, Sept. 29, 2003, available at
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be opened to a variety of  development activities, such as
road construction, mining and oil and gas exploration, the
wilderness qualities of  such areas likely will be destroyed,
precluding their future designation as Wilderness by
Congress.� Id.

303 See Blumm, supra note 284, at 10,406 (noting that �the
BLM had always interpreted its FLMPA (enacted in 1976)
land use planning authority to include consideration of all
uses, including wilderness�).  Professor Blumm told a L.A.
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had previously exerted.� Weinstein, supra note 302.

304 See Mike Ferullo, Interior Department Reverses Clinton Policy
on Public Lands Off  Limits to Development, 34 Envt. Rep.
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Reverses Public Lands Policy].
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Id. at 1198-99 (quoting 43 U.S.C. § 1782(a)).  In the district
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on section 201 of  the FLMPA, see Utah, 137 F.3d at 1206
n.17, which requires the DOI Secretary to �prepare and
maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of  all public
lands and their resource and other values,� id. at 1198
(quoting 43 U.S.C. § 1711(a)).
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nebulous statement made by the [DOI] Secretary in 1993.�
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resulting from such management.� Id.
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Gale Norton and Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt�); Weinstein,
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Ct. 462 (2003).
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Ct. 2373, 2385 (2004).

325 As the executive director of  one of  the environmental
groups that brought the case stated in reaction to the
administration�s decision to appeal to the Supreme Court,
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Wilderness Case: Bush Administration Will Ask Supreme
Court to Roll Back Wilderness Protection, (Nov. 3, 2003),
at http://www.leaveitwild.org/news/
release_11_03_03.html.

326 See., e.g., Press Release, Wilderness Society, Supreme
Court Hands Down Disappointing Decision on Case
About Off-Road Vehicle and Wilderness Study Areas in
Utah, (June 14, 2004), at http://www.wilderness.org/
NewsRoom/Statement/20040614.cfm (In light of  the
current administration�s hostility to public lands, it is
disappointing that today�s decision will make it more
difficult for citizens groups to force the BLM to comply
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with the law and protect the land from the damaging
effects of  off-road vehicles.�).  For a comprehensive
analysis of  the Supreme Court�s SUWA opinion and its
implications for citizen enforcement of  statutory
environmental protections through suits against agencies,
see Robert L. Glicksman, Securing Judicial Review of  Agency
Action (and Inaction) in the Wake of  Norton v. SUWA
(forthcoming) (on file with authors).
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